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Q2 Any further personal comments
Answered: 1,193 Skipped: 837

# RESPONSES DATE

1 This movie is not a communal movie by any means but it is the true story which has been
documented by several interviews and other factual evidence. All characters shown in the
movie are original characters and the movie shows the reality behind the 1990 Hindu
community cleansing and genocide done by the then KPLF (Kashmir People Liberation
Front) with support from Pakistan based ISI. KPLF has since then been banned as terrorist
outfit for instigating crime against Hindus in the Kashmir Valley. We request the NZ
government to recognize the truth and pain behind this heinous incident and allow the
screening of the movie. A responsible global citizen

3/21/2022 2:28 PM

2 Why the selective stance just like not teaching the Waikato land wars. Terrorists are
Terrorists anywhere so the truth must be exposed so the jihadis can run around just like
Biden deserted Afghanistan . Islamic jihadis money in .....

3/21/2022 12:25 PM

3 This picture will explain the horror faced by Hindus in their own country and the world
remained silent. We have sympathy for Ukrainions we are sad for Ughir Muslims and we
should not turn our back on the victims of January 1990.

3/21/2022 12:19 PM

4 These films were on the same line of stories, genocide, or ratial action where one race had
impected there brutality to verious other race. Those films were released without any issue.
Why The Kasmir Files ? The Pianist (2002) Life is Beautiful (1997) Schindler’s List (1993)
The Counterfeiters (2007) Sophie’s Choice (1982) Europa Europa (1990) The Diary of Anne
Frank (1959) Divided We Fall (2000). A scene, representing factual avoidance, is same as
what shown in Schindler’s List - gas chamber, or just change of a pajama kills a kids in
movie, The Boy in the Striped Pajamas. If the fact is accepted at both side, the issue can
be sorted out, but denials on every issue of terrorism every time is not the solution. Every
race has some elements of nuisance, but at the same time the whole race comes forward
and confront such elements with acceptance of those actions for the rest of the world, just
to assure it never happens, but have we seen any such reguler action from the terrorist
race. The fairness is not only word, it demands dedication and action. The Kashmir file is an
action to demand justice, for those who committed, not the alidation to the race. Yes, it is
the issue of the race to sort out internally, but just can't put an illegitimate stop to presetn
fact of brutality before 32 years.

3/21/2022 9:50 AM

5 Please screening this movie 3/21/2022 9:17 AM

6 This is violation of freedom of speech!! 3/21/2022 9:13 AM

7 NZ should recognise that Hindu genocide happened in Kashmir India and the Kashmir Files
film presents this fact. It should stop pandering to Muslim community for electoral gains.

3/21/2022 7:57 AM

8 Right to watch this movie. Please release in NZ. 3/21/2022 7:56 AM

9 Looking forward to see this movie 3/21/2022 7:12 AM

10 This film is showing the real Incidents based on 2 Year research 3/21/2022 6:59 AM

11 Let the freedom of expression prevail please 3/21/2022 6:51 AM

12 Let the freedom of expression prevail please 3/21/2022 6:50 AM

13 This Film has nothing to do with hate against any community. It is based on true events
which was not shown to world for 32 years. Please release this and prove that NZ do
respect freedom of expression. Thank you.

3/21/2022 6:35 AM

14 This movie does show the story of the 7th wave of genocide of the Tangata Whenua of
Kashmir , the indigenous Kashmiri Hindus (with Tupuna and Whakapapa extending to more
than 6000 years ) The movie has a scene where the protagonist talks about terrorism, and
he is replied with "But Kashmiri Hindus did NOT pick up guns. Terrorism and Violence is
NOT the solution to justice" (Brahma Dutt to Krishna Pandit) Another scene where a refugee
in a refugee camp (Anupam Kher/PuskharNath Pandit) mentions about how " his grandson's
education is more important than anything" This movie actually mentions how it feels to be
a refugee, and denounces and discourages terrorism and violence. This movie is

3/21/2022 6:34 AM
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terrorismphobic , and not against any particular community. Hope all Kiwis welcome this
movie, and express solidarity with the indigenous Kashmiri Hindu community

15 I want Kashmir files to be released in NZ. This is against Freedom if speech if it is banned 3/21/2022 6:31 AM

16 This movie shows Kashmiri Muslim drivers helping Hindu refugees escape Kashmir, to
escape infiltrated terrorists. The rise of terrorism in Kashmir in 1990 can be attributed to the
end of cold war, when the militants infiltrated Kashmir after achieving their objectives in
Afghanistan against invading Soviets (Jammu and Kashmir officially shares borders with
Afghanistan). The movie is not Islamophobic. I hope our fellow Kiwis , particularly Kiwi
Muslims welcome the indigenous Kashmiri Hindus tell their own stories of persecution at the
hand of terrorism, and empathise with them, and denounce all forms of terrorism, whatever
the source

3/21/2022 6:28 AM

17 "Indigenous people should be allowed to tell their stories" ~ Movie "Cousins", 2021. Please
allow indigenous Kashmiri Hindus , with a history, heritage and connection to the land of
Kashmir for more than 6000 years. The tupuna and whakapapa of Sage Kashyapa (after
whom Kashmir is named) are the original tangata whenua of Kashmir. If Maori history can
be introduced in Aotearoa, please also allow the indigenous tangata whenua of Kashmir tell
their story of genocide at the hands of invaders/colonisers/terrorists/militants (all the 7
waves of Kashmiri Hindu genocide)

3/21/2022 6:22 AM

18 ि�य �यूज़ील�ड सरकार #TheKashmirFiles को �यूज़ील�ड म� �रलीज़ होने द� वरना हम यहाँ भारत म� नए ज़ील�ड
उ�पाद� का बिह�कार कर�गे।

3/21/2022 5:58 AM

19 This is not just another movie. This movie is the ultimate example of FoE. Please let people
decide whether this movie should be watched or not. Do no let any government decide this.

3/21/2022 5:43 AM

20 The Kashmir Files is a great movie based on true facts 3/21/2022 5:03 AM

21 I support this film it’s based on true facts ‘ kishmir Files ‘ 3/21/2022 4:10 AM

22 Movie will spread humanity. It's based on true story. It should be watched globally.. Thanks 3/21/2022 12:35 AM

23 Must watch movie worldwide 3/21/2022 12:01 AM

24 Movie is for better understanding and it is based on the reality. 3/20/2022 10:24 PM

25 Kashmir files is based on true facts and we need your support to release the film. Thanks
and God bless you

3/20/2022 10:05 PM

26 If islamic terrorist kills innocents, rapes their mother in front of their eyes all because of
their faith in some other god and the local muslim residents supports them in doing so.. this
film 'The kashmir files' shows exactly how muslims of the valley helped islamic terrorists in
lynching of innocent kashmiri hindus, The plot of this movie is so true that people thinks its
a lie......

3/20/2022 9:28 PM

27 Why Suppress The Truth, when Nothing wrong is being shown, only the truth 3/20/2022 8:16 PM

28 When can I emigrate to New Zealand 3/20/2022 8:03 PM

29 Shame if NZ shuts democracy & hides the facts 3/20/2022 8:02 PM

30 This movie is about the persecuted people of the world. I request the New Zealand
government to become the voice of the persecuted.

3/20/2022 6:49 PM

31 Movie depicting true incidents backed by solid evidence should not be held back from
release anywhere. This attempt to halt screenings only sets an extremely negative
precedence worldwide and an unjust and unfair decision for the victims of such a ghastly
massacre and genocide.

3/20/2022 5:36 PM

32 Please release the film. If not that will be more upsetting for kashmiri hindu and will feel
muslims want to suppress the history. We know muslims in NZ are not to blame. By
requesting a ban they are indirectly taking responsibility of those incidents . They are not
doing favours on themselves.

3/20/2022 5:06 PM

33 This is a factual movie and not a fantasy. So nothing wrong in showing the truth. 3/20/2022 4:51 PM

34 No 3/20/2022 4:33 PM

35 I'm eagerly waitting for this movie. And so many like me waiting for this but some people
with propaganda and vested interests are stopping this to happen. I will be more then happy
to provide information if anyone contact me.

3/20/2022 4:14 PM

36 Must watch Kfiles 3/20/2022 4:01 PM
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37 The Truth must be told, Government must allow and have courage to let their citizens know
about the truth

3/20/2022 3:12 PM

38 Terrific 3/20/2022 2:50 PM

39 Desh ke gaddaron ko goli maaro saalo ko 3/20/2022 2:40 PM

40 Blocking this movie is like banning discussion on Holocaust. 3/20/2022 2:28 PM

41 The film depicts the real events that have been documented. 3/20/2022 2:24 PM

42 The Pandits suffered and these Kashmiri Muslims were happy at the attricities and eager to
take over the properties of the pandits

3/20/2022 2:08 PM

43 A must see movie 3/20/2022 1:39 PM

44 Please stream this movie based on hindu jenoside 3/20/2022 1:38 PM

45 You cannot hide the brutal treatment of a community because it makes the other community
(to which the perpetrators belonged to) uneasy. By doing so you are denying justice and
closure to the victims. The pain of Kashmiri Hindus is no less than the Jews.

3/20/2022 1:37 PM

46 The Film is said as proposing hatred against Muslims in India, but no killing is done by
Hindus, no destruction nothing, whereas muslims in India, Pakistan and Bangladesh are
continuously targeting Hindu temples,

3/20/2022 1:37 PM

47 truth 3/20/2022 1:30 PM

48 Kia Ora! I got to know a few Islamic organisations want The Kashmir Files film to be banned
here in New Zealand and the film has been put on hold from its release. I feel such a
demand for a ban shows the intolerant nature of some people. There were films like Argo,
Zero Dark Thirty, Schindler's List and more. Should we have banned them because those
films showed an uncomfortable truth? It's upsetting to see New Zealand which is seen as an
example of a free society where everyone is free to express themselves. Demand for a ban
for this film is against democracy and a threat to freedom of expression. Here is a Interview
of a terrorist who was invloved in genocide of Kahmir's non-muslim minority.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VsDhlCBCD7Q and an old video about the genocode of
Kashmir's non-muslim minority. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7tXX7caN2tU&t=85s I
request you to use your conscience when you make the decision. Thanks and Regards,
Ajay Agrahari

3/20/2022 1:22 PM

49 Please do not ban this movie . 3/20/2022 1:21 PM

50 Don't hide the truth. 3/20/2022 1:20 PM

51 If the movie is banned it will set a dangerous precedent in the future when it becomes
necessary to inform the world of a particular event in history that has brought pain and
suffering to people

3/20/2022 1:18 PM

52 #RightToJustice 3/20/2022 1:06 PM

53 Banning the movie would mean New Zealand doesn't support FOE particularly when the
movie is based on thousands of interviews of the victims

3/20/2022 1:05 PM

54 Stand with truth #wewantjustise #freedomofspeech 3/20/2022 1:05 PM

55 This film should be screened in New Zealand 3/20/2022 12:49 PM

56 Let truth be told. 3/20/2022 12:45 PM

57 None 3/20/2022 12:43 PM

58 Support FoE, please 3/20/2022 12:35 PM

59 These are truths, not propaganda. Our civilization needs to heal from these traumas, and
acknowledging these historical incidents that have been wrongfully hidden, denied and
gaslighted about for decades need to come out into the light.

3/20/2022 12:26 PM

60 This movie is a factual account of Genocide of Kashmiri Hindus in 1990. It has been
released all over the world incl India, USA, UK, Most EU countries, etc. Please do not fall
for propaganda by Hinduphobic groups with vested interests and allow its release in New
Zealand.

3/20/2022 12:22 PM

61 This is the truth 3/20/2022 12:20 PM

62 I live in New Zealand so, i can tell you the New Zealand government is totally bias. How
many movies they can ban? Freedom is just on paper and Discrimination isn’t on paper but

3/20/2022 12:12 PM
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it is everywhere in New Zealand.

63 This is noy just a film, This is the bitter TRUTH 3/20/2022 12:09 PM

64 This based on true facts not show how bad Muslims are, in fact there are few scenes where
it shows that Muslims who were kind hatred helped Kashmiri Pandits hide. Everyone should
know about the facts so that we learn from it and history is not repeated.

3/20/2022 12:04 PM

65 Knowing the reality dose not create a problem. 3/20/2022 11:55 AM

66 I proud to be hindu 3/20/2022 11:05 AM

67 New Zealand needs to prove itself as a True Democracy and not a biased place that just
favours one religion for the atrocities while closing the eyes on others what has happened to
them.

3/20/2022 11:00 AM

68 Please lift the ban, movie must release. 3/20/2022 10:24 AM

69 People need to see the untold truth, which has been unknown to millions of people. They
need know what actually happened. A lot of anti film people are recording fake hate videos.
They are getting people to shout anti community or anti religion slogans, but they are all not
genuine.

3/20/2022 10:22 AM

70 Please do not take away of rights to watch this real life movie. It is not fiction but real
happenings.

3/20/2022 10:15 AM

71 Jai Hind 3/20/2022 10:15 AM

72 Don't drive by radical agenda 3/20/2022 9:46 AM

73 Truth should be revealed no matter how dark it is. 3/20/2022 9:30 AM

74 I feel afraid as a Hindu in NZ. There seems to be a rise in anti-Hindu rhetoric and anti-India
messaging, and now this.

3/20/2022 9:30 AM

75 Watch this film and why survival is important 3/20/2022 9:25 AM

76 Please screen this film 3/20/2022 9:21 AM

77 We stand up for the truth. 3/20/2022 8:54 AM

78 The film is about real horror done by Muslim community in India state of Kashmir 3/20/2022 8:51 AM

79 Truth must be told. 3/20/2022 8:50 AM

80 Please release movie let people see truth. 3/20/2022 8:40 AM

81 Pl release. Let people know the facts 3/20/2022 8:35 AM

82 This movie is based on real hard hitting gruesome stories of real people. The truth is being
shown and it’s inconvenient to some but it will get out.

3/20/2022 8:24 AM

83 Let's the world embrace the truth 3/20/2022 8:17 AM

84 The proposed ban on the movie is a blow on our freedom of expression, an attempt to keep
people in the dark on atrocities committed by Terrorism supporting Muslims in NZ.

3/20/2022 8:02 AM

85 THIS PICTURE MUST SHOW ON BECAUSE THIS PICTURE IS AGAINST TERRORISTS 3/20/2022 8:00 AM

86 It's a historical fact what happened in Kashmir. I pray that this film will prevent atrocities of
a similar kind anywhere in the World

3/20/2022 8:00 AM

87 This movie is about fact that happened in 1990. I respect every religion and expect they
respect mine. This movie even supported by Prime minister of India Shree Narendra Modi ji.

3/20/2022 7:44 AM

88 This is movie based on facts. Please let all audience in the world sees it. Thanks 3/20/2022 7:42 AM

89 Please allow me to see the movie. I am 75 years old. I want to know the facts. 3/20/2022 7:42 AM

90 This movie is based on real-time incidents happened in the country and there’s no reason
why it shouldn’t be screened in NZ. I fully support the release of the movie.

3/20/2022 7:30 AM

91 Please allow this movie in NZ 3/20/2022 7:21 AM

92 Kashmir Pandits were victims of terrorist attacks, silenced for 30 years. Their story needs
to be heard just like stories of victims of terror attacks like Ukraine, March 15, 9/11. NZ
censor board, NZ govt and NZ police show maturity and faith in the peaceful Indian people
in NZ who have stood with and supported victims of March 15 terror attacks.

3/20/2022 6:59 AM
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93 The world turned a blind eye 30 odd years ago when Kashmiri Hindus were being murdered,
raped and tortured by Islamic Militants which resulted in one of the worst genocides in
modern times. Refusing to screen this movie which is based on true events will make you
and your country complicit in this genocide of Kashmiri Hindus in their homeland. This
movie is to the Kashmiri Pandit community what Schindler's List was to the Jewish
community and Hotel Rwanda was to the Rwandan people. The Kashmiri Pandits deserve
the right to have the truth of their genocide and exile from their homeland told to the world.
Don't silence their story.

3/20/2022 6:59 AM

94 New Zealand is known for Equality and expression of interest. So please let the film screen
here.

3/20/2022 6:57 AM

95 This film was made after the director spoke to more than 700 families (Pandits and
Muslims) and gathered facts about the incident that took place in 1990.

3/20/2022 6:37 AM

96 We want to release The Kashmir files 3/20/2022 6:26 AM

97 Every wrongdoing is based on true facts. 3/20/2022 6:23 AM

98 There is no harm in releasing this story. 3/20/2022 6:14 AM

99 Truth must be told. 3/20/2022 5:55 AM

100 This is the dark truth which needs to be told to the entire world,how a community become
refugees in their own country...

3/20/2022 5:53 AM

101 This is the dark truth which needs to be told to the entire world,how a community become
refugees in their own country...

3/20/2022 5:53 AM

102 #RightToJustice #samarth_hindu #samarth_bharat #support my you tube channel
@UnitedHindu https://youtu.be/5keruJ14qtY

3/20/2022 5:51 AM

103 The film is about truth... Not a propaganda 3/20/2022 5:47 AM

104 This movie highlights the pain, torture and genocide faced by kashmiri Hindus. There is no
content of hate in this movie.

3/20/2022 5:46 AM

105 Reality 3/20/2022 5:38 AM

106 Please resume that movie so that whole world can feel, understand and realise the pain of a
Kashmiri Pandit.

3/20/2022 5:28 AM

107 Request you to show the truth to the world. This can happen in any place in the world 3/20/2022 5:27 AM

108 Banning would set a bad precedent for victims of violence anywhere in the world. It's a plan
and simple "bullying the victim" tactic. Muslim community in NZ should have been more
sympathetic but it's partisan support based on who's the victim will make people question
their credibility itself.

3/20/2022 5:22 AM

109 The Kashmir Files should be treated as any other film on true events and should be
released in New Zealand. People should stop wrongdoings not stop the film to be released
based on the wrongdoings. If national TV can show Russian atrocities on Ukraine. A film
based on this real incident should also be released. Russians can't be the ones calling out
shots to ban the release of the film.

3/20/2022 5:09 AM

110 Please allow the truth to come out. It is important to know the past so that such incidents
are not repeated in the future. Whitewashing history and brushing under the carpet can not
be good for any ideology or community.

3/20/2022 4:59 AM

111 This is a true story 3/20/2022 4:46 AM

112 Its nota movie. Its truth 3/20/2022 4:43 AM

113 NZ govt should stop depriving other religions at the behest of Muslims. Stop appeasement n
treat all religions family. And stop trying to hide the atrocities done by Muslims when you
can so easily n openly talk about what happened to the Jews. Shame n NZ govt for their
corwadice n double standards.

3/20/2022 4:39 AM

114 Release this movie in NZ 3/20/2022 4:38 AM

115 #RightToJustice #TheKashmirFiles Should watch and support because whole world should
know about Kashmir Hindus genocide by Muslims.

3/20/2022 4:33 AM

116 Shame to see see such self-appointed social justice Warriors of the political class, as New
Zealand. Rearing the ugly head of right wing fascism when it comes to the pagans standing

3/20/2022 4:24 AM
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up for themselves. NZ, Showing their true colours on the side of abrahamic Supremacy
distance needs to be clarified ASAP.

117 Let the world know the truth of Kashmir. 3/20/2022 4:18 AM

118 This film need to be watched by everyone to understand the pain of Kashmiri Pandit 3/20/2022 3:58 AM

119 Excellent Movie. 3/20/2022 3:55 AM

120 Some time freedom of expression is only meant for........ Remember this is New India, it
knows how to give it back. Free advice: Apolize and back off.

3/20/2022 3:54 AM

121 It's a must watch movie for Every Human. 3/20/2022 3:53 AM

122 Kashmir Files is an unbiased representation of the truth. NZers need to see it to fathom the
gross injustices done to minorities

3/20/2022 3:52 AM

123 Its based on true verifiable facts 3/20/2022 3:39 AM

124 release kashmir files its true story 3/20/2022 3:36 AM

125 This is a true. 3/20/2022 3:35 AM

126 Hindus are says the mankind is one family. 3/20/2022 3:34 AM

127 Truth never die. Jai hind 3/20/2022 3:31 AM

128 No 3/20/2022 3:29 AM

129 Truth prevails... There is no doubt.. 3/20/2022 3:29 AM

130 Islamophobia is fiction and The Kashmir Files is fact Let the world know true Indian History.
Please open shows

3/20/2022 3:28 AM

131 Truth of genocide of Kashmiri Hindus n Islamist atrocities can’t remain hidden, even if we r
minuscule minority in Kashmir now

3/20/2022 3:25 AM

132 For entertainment 3/20/2022 3:24 AM

133 I would suggest everyone to watch this movie and understand the pain of Kashmir pandit
has gone through.

3/20/2022 3:18 AM

134 Go for it. A must watch movie. 3/20/2022 3:13 AM

135 Exposes a sad reality of Kashmir pandits 3/20/2022 3:08 AM

136 Let your citizens know about how Islamists unleashed terror on unarmed hapless Hindus
living in Kashmir.

3/20/2022 3:07 AM

137 #RightToJustice 3/20/2022 3:06 AM

138 This movie is an eye opener for everyone in the world 3/20/2022 3:01 AM

139 Brutally honest pic 3/20/2022 2:50 AM

140 Happy 3/20/2022 2:47 AM

141 Let people watch and decide right and wrong. 3/20/2022 2:30 AM

142 The movie shows the absolute truth about the 7th genocide in history of Kashmiri Hindu
community at he hands of radical islamic terrorism that still continues till date in Kashmir,
India. This movie is a must watch as 'Schindler's list'.

3/20/2022 2:29 AM

143 It's reality 3/20/2022 2:28 AM

144 plz support every freedom expression 3/20/2022 2:27 AM

145 Honest Movie made with Honest intentions, all the facts sho n can be checked with the info
available online, SHOCKING BUT TRUE

3/20/2022 2:26 AM

146 Only truth 3/20/2022 2:25 AM

147 Don't listen to the goons who are so keen hide the truth and continue their vandalism in
Kashmir like they did all these years

3/20/2022 2:18 AM

148 Don't listen to the goons who are so keen hide the truth and continue their vandalism in
Kashmir like they did all these years

3/20/2022 2:18 AM

149 I as a hindu fully support the film. Hindus never support violence neither does this film. 3/20/2022 2:17 AM
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150 This movie  is based upon reality 3/20/2022 2:17 AM

151 The world needs to know Kashmir Genocide 3/20/2022 2:15 AM

152 Watched the movie. Have researched on the massacre of Kashmiri Pandits for long.
Banning this movie would be a denial of truth and would be seen as a support to Islamic
terrorism.

3/20/2022 2:04 AM

153 This movie is a must watch !! 3/20/2022 2:00 AM

154 I watched Kashmir Files in SA and felt very emotional for the people who were displaced,
tortured, raped and killed. Viewers can create their own opinions of the movie, however
since it’s based on real life events there’s no sugar coating anything. Genocide is genocide
any which way one wants to look at it and many countries have been through this before.
Why ban only this coverage of genocide, it seems NZ is being biased.

3/20/2022 1:55 AM

155 #Righttojustice 3/20/2022 1:53 AM

156 The film is truth it should not be hidden 3/20/2022 1:49 AM

157 The Kashmir file is a nice movie 3/20/2022 1:44 AM

158 Freedom of speech please. 3/20/2022 1:42 AM

159 Don't silence the voice of victims of terrorism...They didn't get justice , atleast hear them
out

3/20/2022 1:37 AM

160 If the NZ Govt. doesn't stand for terrorism and support the victims of Kashmir, they will not
prevent screening of the films. How can you stop a story being told and call yourself a
democracy.

3/20/2022 1:31 AM

161 A true film 3/20/2022 1:31 AM

162 This is a true story 3/20/2022 1:30 AM

163 This is true story about Kashmiri Pandits 3/20/2022 1:25 AM

164 #Righttojustice 3/20/2022 1:19 AM

165 The world needs to understand the atrocities been comitted in the name of religion. 3/20/2022 1:17 AM

166 Denying Screening of The Kashmir files is tantamount to denying Holocaust !! 3/20/2022 1:11 AM

167 Banning Kashmir Files is banning the justice, banning the plight of Hindus, banning the
discourse and dialogue that needs to ensue which is long due . Moderate muslims are also
victimized. Radical islamists that perpetrated these grotesque, disgusting and perverted
deeds are just a small fraction of atrocities endured by the Hindus over past 1000 years.
Numerous genocides against Hindus are ignored as we are minority in the world stage. True
secularism and incisiveness can only be achieved when factual, verified and unfiltered
accounts are confronted NOT by banning or hiding them. There is little doubt about the
occurrence of the events. Movie is a message to the world when radical Islamists takes
over. The crimes are analogous to current islamic state regimes. Banning will foster the
falsified societal values, leading to a moral bankruptcy destined where the world is destined
to repeat the history. This movie is not communal this movie’s message is to show the
harrowing and brutal genocide of Kashmiri pandits. There are many movies about jews that
show horrific deeds of Hitler’s regime. This movie highlights what happens when the
unhinged hatred against Hindus is left unchecked. Hindu community did not have a voice
despite numerous genocides over past 1000 years until now. Visuals do the justice which
books cannot show. It was a systemic genocide where the independent state failed to stop.
And these failures should not be repeated

3/20/2022 1:09 AM

168 Please realise this file is Trueth of kashmiri pandit 3/20/2022 1:09 AM

169 This is true movie based on real incident in Kashmir. 3/20/2022 1:06 AM

170 This is true movie based on real incident in Kashmir. 3/20/2022 1:05 AM

171 Let truth be told 3/20/2022 1:00 AM

172 Denial in showing truth not Justified. The tragedy should never happen to any mankind or
even to any living thing in entire universe.

3/20/2022 12:59 AM

173 Show that NZ is a democracy and release The Kashmir Files. 3/20/2022 12:54 AM

174 I'm a Kashmiri Pandit, a victim of the GENOCIDE 32 yrs back. I can testify this. 3/20/2022 12:51 AM

175 This is Real pain of Kashmir hindu which kept on hide by Left islamic eco system. Truth 3/20/2022 12:50 AM
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can never be hide. Truth will win over False narretive.we support Kashmir File

176 TKF is already banned in Singapore. We don’t want it to get banned in NZ also. Truth about
Kashmiri Pandits needs to come out. They were the aborigines of Kashmir who were killed
and betrayed by their own muslim neighbours.

3/20/2022 12:49 AM

177 Pls don't stop screening of The Kashmari file 3/20/2022 12:48 AM

178 This is a great eye opener movie based on terrorism in kashmir one should watch it to
understand kashmir issue

3/20/2022 12:43 AM

179 It ia a bit violent movie......but Showing the actual history is not crime. 3/20/2022 12:39 AM

180 Even the officials who were there in Jammu and Kashmir say that the movie does not
reflect even 10% of what happened, denying screening of this movie is denying freedom of
expression. Knowing the truth actually will help Muslim youths to realize why they should
not fall for fundamentalists.

3/20/2022 12:38 AM

181 One of the all time greatest film. 3/20/2022 12:37 AM

182 This film should be a go ahead. 3/20/2022 12:28 AM

183 Currently living in India 3/20/2022 12:26 AM

184 A Movie on Historical facts depicting sufferings and genocide of Kashmiri Pandits . A Must
watch .

3/20/2022 12:25 AM

185 This film is not fictions or not to defame anyone. This is based on true events in Kashmir in
1990.

3/20/2022 12:25 AM

186 Please allow this movie on genocide kashmiri hindu 3/20/2022 12:22 AM

187 This film is based on true story and everyone must watch this. This exposes how
dangerous is terrorism.

3/20/2022 12:20 AM

188 Free Speech & Freedom of expression are hallmarks of any free society. And hope
NewZealand stays that way. Mobocracy should not be used to gag inconvenient truth.
Kashmir Files is a true story of a tragedy which we all can learn from.

3/20/2022 12:17 AM

189 Dear NZ govt., Don't fall in trap of these terror sympathisers, its your time to stand with the
plight of Kashmiri pandits

3/20/2022 12:14 AM

190 The movie is based on real story. It's a story of a minority in Kashmir and their struggle, a
story which shows how they were living in fear, how they were singled out and killed, how
they were made to run from their homes leaving behind everything. Not screening this story
is the same as supporting the genocide enablers. That minority group have been living like
refugees in their own country, no one heard their cries of pain and suffering. But after 32
years their story is finally being shown, the movie doesn't even depict 10% of their pain and
suffering and yet it's gut wrenching. Don't do them injustice by not screening the movie.

3/20/2022 12:12 AM

191 Support the truth 3/20/2022 12:10 AM

192 Movie is about fake narratives which motivates Terrorist activates. Muslims and Terrorists
are not same. So please dont ban a movie built on Terrorism.

3/20/2022 12:10 AM

193 The kashmir files is a based on true history of Kashmiri Hindu's genocide. 3/20/2022 12:10 AM

194 We are human only because we can feel the pain of others. 3/20/2022 12:08 AM

195 This moview should be shown to everyone. The world should know of the genocide of
Kashmiri Hindus just as the Holocaust. Please don't try to hide the truth, it's already too
late. Let justice be imparted to the sufferers

3/20/2022 12:03 AM

196 Truth, however gruesome and hard to see, should be left open for people to decide. 3/20/2022 12:02 AM

197 It's a must watch movie....it's our actual history...crucial part of the Indian story 3/20/2022 12:02 AM

198 The kashmir file movie Show the genocide of jammu kashmeer which done by Muslims of
India in 1990. The believe of hindu pandit were killed at that time and now I support the
kasmeer file. So plz continue it. Thanks

3/20/2022 12:00 AM

199 The kashmir file movie Show the genocide of jammu kashmeer which done by Muslims of
India in 1990. The believe of hindu pandit were killed at that time and now I support the
kasmeer file. So plz continue it. Thanks

3/20/2022 12:00 AM

200 Good job to how we were fooled for years 3/19/2022 11:59 PM
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201 This movie is about Terrorism motivated by Ethical cleansing of a Religious minorities
(Hindus were the victims). Requesting for justice after 32 years.

3/19/2022 11:58 PM

202 It's a film it pain of suffering of Kashmiri people not a hate movie, if we ignore the truth we
might do the mistake to repeat it again and again.

3/19/2022 11:57 PM

203 If NZ wants to show the truth to the world they should allow this movie. 3/19/2022 11:56 PM

204 Requesting New Zealand govern to support this . 3/19/2022 11:54 PM

205 Let the truth be told 3/19/2022 11:49 PM

206 Don't sprees voice of Hindus 3/19/2022 11:48 PM

207 Pleas allow screening of Hindi Movie , The Kashmeer Files, this movie is fact based. I
request Leaders of NZ to allow screening of this movie so people will know the truth of
Hindus Genoside

3/19/2022 11:40 PM

208 Movies like Kashmir Files must be supported and protected to show the truth to the world
so that everyone will get an opportunity to understand how all the genocides/holocausts had
happened in history and probably authorities and govts can take steps to prevent such
horrible genocides/holocausts in the future.

3/19/2022 11:36 PM

209 ढाई घ�टे क� िफ�म नफरत पैदा कर रही है तो िफर हजार� मदरस� म� कौन सा भाईचारा �सखाया जाता है..?? 3/19/2022 11:35 PM

210 ढाई घ�टे क� िफ�म नफरत पैदा कर रही है तो िफर हजार� मदरस� म� कौन सा भाईचारा �सखाया जाता है..?? 3/19/2022 11:34 PM

211 This movie you should definitely Watch 3/19/2022 11:27 PM

212 View it before u ban it 3/19/2022 11:27 PM

213 i do support this movie and release in Nz also requesting to our government 3/19/2022 11:22 PM

214 I don't why people are trying to ban a black chapter of our history. If human rights is there in
NZ . The movie must be shown to the public.

3/19/2022 11:21 PM

215 My humble request to release this movie and I assure this movie is not targeting any
religion but it's about Kashmiri Hindu genocide.

3/19/2022 11:19 PM

216 TKF Rocks 3/19/2022 11:12 PM

217 I feature The Kashmir Files in your theatres the world needs to know about the Genocide of
Kashmiri Pandits by radical Islamist

3/19/2022 11:08 PM

218 It is for our future generations that truth be revealed. 3/19/2022 11:06 PM

219 Truth only triumphs. 3/19/2022 11:01 PM

220 Screening should be allowed in NZ, being a representative democracy. 3/19/2022 10:59 PM

221 Please we need to watching this movie 3/19/2022 10:55 PM

222 Movie provides authentic information on Kashmir 3/19/2022 10:53 PM

223 This movie does not malign Muslims. It's the equivalent of Schindler's List. People have the
right to see and decide for themselves.

3/19/2022 10:51 PM

224 The is a documentary based on real life events. There is no harm in letting the world know
the truth that has been hidden for 30 years plus. I support this movie and release of it
across the globe.

3/19/2022 10:49 PM

225 The Kashmir Files 3/19/2022 10:47 PM

226 Kashmir files demonstrates nothing but truth. 3/19/2022 10:45 PM

227 A Film on True episodes, some bad elements try to stop the voice because they don't want
to truth come out.

3/19/2022 10:43 PM

228 The kashmir files represents true incidents happened in Kashmir. Its shows the genocide of
Kashmiri minority communities. As New Zealand is a big supporter of human rights and
freedom of expression it is duty of NZ to give platform to The Kashmir Files, so that
acknowledgement of pain and suffering of a minority community can be made. If NZ bans
TKF it would be like supporting Hitler in Jews genocide in WW2.

3/19/2022 10:39 PM

229 World need to know about Kashmiri Pandit genocide.. Let allow to watch real truth.. 3/19/2022 10:32 PM

230 This is a movie everyone must watch. 3/19/2022 10:26 PM

231 Good movie 3/19/2022 10:20 PM
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232 The Kashmir files should be released in NZ 3/19/2022 10:18 PM

233 Kashmir Files is a true story and tribute to the genocide of the kashmiri pandits. Please let
the truth come out.

3/19/2022 10:16 PM

234 Please listen to Our Voice We Proud to be Sanatani 3/19/2022 10:15 PM

235 Film is just showing what happened at that period of time. We should have courage to see
ans accept the truth and look for possible solution.

3/19/2022 10:09 PM

236 This movie is based on true events. So there is no need to hide facts. When Jews
Genocide can be shown through films then why can't Kashmiri Pandits Genocide be shown
via The Kashmir Files.

3/19/2022 10:08 PM

237 Truth must be revealed, otherwise it reveals in brut forms. Bharat mata ki jai. 3/19/2022 10:06 PM

238 Exposes a sad reality of Kashmir pandits 3/19/2022 10:05 PM

239 Don't stop the truth from being told 3/19/2022 10:02 PM

240 This movie shows truth, and truth should be visible to all 3/19/2022 9:58 PM

241 Please don't restrict the Right to know the truth of the citizens of the world. 3/19/2022 9:57 PM

242 This happened to hindu community pls don't berate this...pls allow 3/19/2022 9:56 PM

243 I have watched the movie and the content of the movie is not at all biased or incites hatred
against any community. The movie is based on real incidents and it showcases truth as it
is. Saying otherwise is an attempt to silence not just the victims of injustice but also a
precedent to silence anyone speaking TRUTH.

3/19/2022 9:56 PM

244 Because world should know the reality. It's the story of every mother, brother, sister, father,
wife, daughter, son of kashmiri pandits. Please help be the voice of them.

3/19/2022 9:54 PM

245 This is the actual truth which was hided denying the movie means denying of holocaust 3/19/2022 9:54 PM

246 #hindugenocide 3/19/2022 9:45 PM

247 It is a genocide based on real facts 3/19/2022 9:44 PM

248 NA 3/19/2022 9:43 PM

249 Censoring art in an internet age is merely delaying the obvious. We need positive
discussions about history not to try to ignore it, however unpalatable it is.

3/19/2022 9:42 PM

250 Pls release this movie in newzealand so that people will get to know the truth of genocide of
kashmiri Hindus by Islamic terrorist

3/19/2022 9:41 PM

251 This movie is words of those Kashmiri pandit who could not share their pain to the world 3/19/2022 9:39 PM

252 The time has come to invoke the spirit of Bharat residing in every Hindu if we want to
survive as a civilisation because the existence of our nation depends on it.

3/19/2022 9:38 PM

253 Knowledge in power, real true story should educate people of reality. 3/19/2022 9:38 PM

254 The kashmir files is a good movie based on real stories 3/19/2022 9:37 PM

255 This movie is based on true events...each and every scene and words are true... 3/19/2022 9:35 PM

256 It is completely based on true incident happened, sequences in film is 100% fact based with
testimonial of more then 600 people...if SCHINDLER'S LIST can be based on HOLOCAUST.
it no less then the same,people has every to see and decide.Allow it to he screened.

3/19/2022 9:30 PM

257 #NoHinduphobiaInAotearoaNZ #GodsDefendNewZealand 3/19/2022 9:26 PM

258 Please support #Thekashmirfiles 3/19/2022 9:25 PM

259 This is not a movie, this is truth... Simple but heart tearing truth. 3/19/2022 9:24 PM

260 Request to release as soon as possible 3/19/2022 9:24 PM

261 Everyone should have equal right to represent themselves. This movie truely focus on
portray true incidents of kashmir, now truth is could be helpful to awaken people mond from
their deep sleep or it could be a suppressor of left cabal those who don't want it to come out
in it's original form.

3/19/2022 9:21 PM

262 Truth should be never be hidden. 3/19/2022 9:14 PM
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263 Censoring The Kashmir files equates to Censoring any movies on Jewish Holocaust. I
beleive New Zealand will stand for freedom of speech and won't budge to some religious
extremist group demands

3/19/2022 9:14 PM

264 Please release this movie. Because The kashmir Files Movie tells about mass genecide
and ethinic cleansing of Kashmiri Hindus from Kashmir velley.

3/19/2022 9:14 PM

265 It's very good movie 3/19/2022 9:14 PM

266 The Islamic people have never dared to face the truth, the people of that religion only work
to annoy the whole world. Uno is also a nonsense organization. What Islamophobia Day has
recently declared, indeed, both Uno and Islam are a threat to the humanity of this world.

3/19/2022 9:12 PM

267 Film displays facts of the history from both sides and every human being has a right to see
it and so film should be screened in theatres.

3/19/2022 9:09 PM

268 The Kashmir Files is a true story about how Islamic terrorist did Hindu genocide forced them
to leave their home...

3/19/2022 9:09 PM

269 Not allowing the motive just due to afew as hoc objections would deprive a large audience to
watch this movie. NZ community have always shown to be respectful of other communities
and to say a movie will change this is not true.

3/19/2022 9:06 PM

270 Don't ban Kashmir files 3/19/2022 9:05 PM

271 Freedom of expression is a liberal value you need to uphold. This film is truth of Hindu
genocide. If you think this will hurt sentiments of any group, let them not watch it. As said in
this petition, not a SINGLE case of violence is reported as a result of thousands of
screenings. Show your liberal spirits and release this movie in New Zealand. It's such a
shame otherwise on you.

3/19/2022 9:03 PM

272 Stopping screening of a movie that records true genocide of a minority population that has
been rendered minuscule is equal to abetting genocide. For God’s sake, treat genocide as
what it is. And if you ask why such movies were never made before - that is what genocide
is all about. Victims are people with zero support and they die a cold friendless death. One
man dares to show a fraction of truth about what happened and this is what happens.
Powerful forces stifle the voice of truth with their brute power of majority even in democracy.
Sad.

3/19/2022 9:00 PM

273 You are either on side of truth by screening this movie or on the terrorists who made half
million people leave their homes and homeland.

3/19/2022 8:59 PM

274 I belong to Kashmiri Pundit community that witnessed the Ethnic cleansing and were
victimized by it. We had 32 years to spread hatred against Muslims yet we were non
violent. All we ask for is voice and justice. This movie is only a platform to amplify our
voice so that we get justice. If you watch the movie that is true account of everything that
happened, you can imagine the PTSD we got from it. Asking for legal justice is not hate
crime. It is closure.

3/19/2022 8:59 PM

275 It is a must watch movie. Story based on real incident happened. 3/19/2022 8:55 PM

276 Please allow the movie to be screened 3/19/2022 8:54 PM

277 Let the truth unfolds for everyone to see 3/19/2022 8:51 PM

278 TheKashmirfiles movie doesn't violating any community just that movie spreading the truth
of islamic terror and reality which they not accepting Truth can be upset but not defeated...
😊

3/19/2022 8:51 PM

279 Respect freedom of speech NZ 3/19/2022 8:49 PM

280 Stand for humanity. Recognize the plight of Kashmiri Hindus. Calling a spade a spade is not
phobia. Its the TRUTH. 'Sathyameva Jayathe' i.e., the truth shall prevail.

3/19/2022 8:48 PM

281 This movie should be released in New Zealand and people should watch it! It won't create
any hate against muslim communities instead muslims of NZ should also watch it, if they
stand against terrorism!

3/19/2022 8:45 PM

282 FOE cannot be limited to or reserved for select few. 3/19/2022 8:43 PM

283 It's the truth about what happened to the Kashmir pandits in kashmir. This movie should be
available for everyone to watch in theatre.

3/19/2022 8:42 PM

284 I can here by state that, this film is not communal and doesn't promote islamophobia and
only depicts the facts based reality of the history. This film doesn't contain any communal
propaganda. It's the representation of harsh reality which took place in our history but was

3/19/2022 8:42 PM
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put under the carpet deliberately. The plight of terrorism victims must be heard by every
peace loving individual.

285 Please let the world be aware of autocracy by a people of Kashmir in kashmir against a
certain class or religion to occupy the region

3/19/2022 8:39 PM

286 Film is based on true events ..people have right to see truth and share pain of kashmiri
pandits

3/19/2022 8:36 PM

287 The movie takes you through the pain of the victims. Must watch. Exposes the false
narrative, the hidden truth in raw form.

3/19/2022 8:36 PM

288 It must be shown to everyone 3/19/2022 8:35 PM

289 Namaste, Please allow Kashmir Files Screening in New Zealand or world wide, Help us..
Thank you so much..

3/19/2022 8:29 PM

290 It is the truth everyone should know 3/19/2022 8:25 PM

291 I want to watch the movie. Its based on a true story and Genocide of Hindus especially
Kashmiri HINDUS.

3/19/2022 8:25 PM

292 Movie ban in a democracy is unimaginable,closing eyes to truth wil hurt whole world!! 3/19/2022 8:24 PM

293 Movie ban in a democracy is unimaginable,closing eyes to truth wil hurt whole world!! 3/19/2022 8:23 PM

294 A community which consists more than 30% of World's population and having 56 of their
own countries is saying it's Anti-Muslim. Do I even need to present any other point here. If
Nazis wouldn't have done the holocaust then there wouldn't have been need of a movie like
Schneider's List. Similarly if Muslims of Kashmir wouldn't have done the genocide then
there wouldn't have been need of the film. If Schneider's List is not spreading hatred for
Nazis then how come The Kashmiri Files is doing that ? "If you don't wanna be blamed,
Then don't commit the Sin" !!!

3/19/2022 8:22 PM

295 This movie must be shown so that people of New Zealand become aware about at least 1
episode of the Hindu holocaust, which over a time of 800 years has resulted in >80 million
Hindus dying (10 times the Jewish holocaust). The Kashmir Files, like Schindler's list, is a
small window to understand know what these victims went through. The movie is only
minimally graphic even compared to many Hollywood movies in recent years which have
got a Parental Guidance (PG15) ratings.

3/19/2022 8:19 PM

296 Its based on hard facts, after 4 years of ground research, the director has made this movie.
This shows the reality as it is. The problem is, this truth was hidden even in India by big
authorities and even India is shocked. And the culprits and responsible people of this
genocide are still walking freely and the Kashmiri Hindus still haven't got their homes back..
And to avoid this justice to be served, culprits are trying to suppress this movie and they
have been supported by such communal groups across globe.

3/19/2022 8:18 PM

297 Refusing to screen this film would be akin to refusing to screen The Schindler's List; In both
cases, the subtle implication being the denial of the genocide. I implore authorities in New
Zealand to screen this film to give voice to the persecuted Kashmiri Hindus.

3/19/2022 8:16 PM

298 After 32 years of genocide and exodus of half a million Kashmiri Hindus, someone dared to
tell the truth. Denying genocide is bigger crime than the genocide itself. Let the story of
victims be heard and seen.

3/19/2022 8:14 PM

299 Let the movie release. 3/19/2022 8:09 PM

300 Kashmir Files is a movie based on true story which was ignored for almost 3 decades.
Please watch this and save your future.

3/19/2022 8:08 PM

301 The movie tells the unsaid truth about genocide of kashmiri hindus and how they were
ignored by everyone globally. If someone preaches humanity then they should support this
movie.

3/19/2022 8:07 PM

302 This film is an important milestone for conversations to begin. Kashmiri Hindus who have
been wronged have had no recourse for more than 3 decades. Unless communities are able
to talk about this trauma, healing and reconciliation will not be possible. New Zealand should
know this better than anyone else. Please allow this movie to play in cinemas and do the
right thing.

3/19/2022 8:07 PM

303 #thekashmirfiles true story based movie. Nothing personal with any community 3/19/2022 8:06 PM

304 Please release it in NZ as denial of a genocide is worse than genocide itself. Kashmiri
Hindus genocide needs to be recognized

3/19/2022 8:02 PM
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305 This film i totally based on truth and fact 3/19/2022 8:01 PM

306 This film is based on true story and should be screened. Everyone has freedom of speech
and no one should stop anyone from exercising their fundamental right.

3/19/2022 8:01 PM

307 It is sad to see terror groups are supported by Islamic scholars and a democratic country
like NZ is under pressure due to that

3/19/2022 8:00 PM

308 I belong to Jammu & Kashmir and we well aware about what actual happen there. If USA
don't have problem India have no problem then why New Zealand. Where is our freedom of
expression

3/19/2022 7:56 PM

309 I want all the minorities to be protected bit I feel it is democratic to show the things that
happened with Kashmiri minorities and the testimonies are already there in you tube in wild
films Channel.Also I know a couple of Kashmiri minority friends as well who were affected

3/19/2022 7:55 PM

310 Let the truth prevail!! Let the freedom of free speech and expression win! 3/19/2022 7:54 PM

311 It needs to be watch 3/19/2022 7:52 PM

312 Dont band this movie. Its mirror to the world . That terrorism has religion 3/19/2022 7:48 PM

313 This is real story of Kashmir Hindus who faced terror. A story that world needs to know,
whose banning is nothing but suppression of truth. Only guilty fears truth.

3/19/2022 7:44 PM

314 Every point shown in this movie is based on facts. 3/19/2022 7:44 PM

315 The movie is showing only the truth happened to the kashmiri pandits in January 1990 by
the terrorist groups It is not showing or sharing any false or fake information

3/19/2022 7:41 PM

316 This movie is truth of Kashmiri India ,that how they were punished of Hindu religion 3/19/2022 7:40 PM

317 It’s unfortunate to deter freedom of speech in a democratic country. 3/19/2022 7:40 PM

318 Freedom of speech and expression being murdered in NZ. 3/19/2022 7:39 PM

319 NZ must allow The Kashmir Files to screen for others to know what exactly happened in
Kashmir (India).

3/19/2022 7:37 PM

320 The movie depicts incidents as they happened in the first place.No atrocities have been
toned down to give a clear picture.To censor this film or stop its screening would be just
another attempt to silence the voice of the victims.

3/19/2022 7:35 PM

321 the kashmir files movie is based on true events. 3/19/2022 7:35 PM

322 Good film 3/19/2022 7:35 PM

323 It’s not a fictional movie. It depicts real incidents that happened that should be known to the
world. The people have suffered silently for so long. There pain should be known by all.

3/19/2022 7:35 PM

324 This is true event bassed movie release this movie as soon as possible 3/19/2022 7:34 PM

325 it's truth .and you must watch it 3/19/2022 7:32 PM

326 The Kashmir files need to be shown to people throughout world including New Zealand 3/19/2022 7:29 PM

327 Please Don't Ban This Film 3/19/2022 7:24 PM

328 I support screening of Kashmir Files 3/19/2022 7:24 PM

329 It's a true fact film and should be allowed to be screened 3/19/2022 7:23 PM

330 Hlw Myself Sonali Singh I m here to tell that I saw this movie nd this movie is based on
Real life Massacre done over 5 lakhs Kashmiri Hindus by Terriorists. Please feel their
sufferings nd Let this movie release in NZ it's a humble Request.

3/19/2022 7:21 PM

331 Please release the movie so that people see and give justice to kashmiri pandits . Thank
you

3/19/2022 7:20 PM

332 Test any futher... 3/19/2022 7:20 PM

333 Let the truth be known and freedom of speech prevail 3/19/2022 7:19 PM

334 This movie is very important for people to know what happened in Kashmir in the 90's and
what Hindus have been through. Right to Justice.

3/19/2022 7:19 PM

335 I support #TheKashmirFiles 3/19/2022 7:16 PM

336 NA 3/19/2022 7:16 PM
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337 Truth must be shown to the whole world 3/19/2022 7:15 PM

338 Truth must be shown to the whole world 3/19/2022 7:15 PM

339 Freadom of expression is under threat if this movie of hindu genocide is banned in NZ. Let
me tell you this is the modus operandi of these fanatics.

3/19/2022 7:12 PM

340 This is a story that has to be told to the world NZ has to open its mind and allow this to
happen.

3/19/2022 7:11 PM

341 Truth can't be biased . TKF is a masterpiece . 3/19/2022 7:08 PM

342 Like Jews, Kashmiri Pandits were ethnically cleansed. This film is kind of justice on the
atrocities that they faced

3/19/2022 7:07 PM

343 Movie is an eye opener for everyone and people need justice 3/19/2022 7:07 PM

344 Oppressed people don't speak for themselves .they have to be heard. 3/19/2022 7:06 PM

345 Why ban on Kashmir files why? Showing real face of someone is not any kind of spreading
hate. If they afraid now why don't they afraid at that time when they do this genocide. The
whole world must see the Kashmir files, because people must know the reality of hate. So,
in future this kind of genocide never happened.

3/19/2022 7:04 PM

346 True story of kashmiri pandits 3/19/2022 7:04 PM

347 Truthful movie. 3/19/2022 7:04 PM

348 Freedom of expression should be respected by every responsible country. 3/19/2022 7:03 PM

349 The truth was shown in Schiendlers List, as it has been shown in The Kashmir Files. Please
share the pain of victims and allow the screening

3/19/2022 7:02 PM

350 In reality much worse happened with Kashmiri Hindus. 3/19/2022 7:01 PM

351 In reality much worse happened with Kashmiri Hindus & some Sikhs also. 3/19/2022 7:00 PM

352 This would be same as banning Schindlers list because it shows holocaust and equivalent
to denying holocaust which is illegal in many countries

3/19/2022 6:56 PM

353 #Righttojustice 3/19/2022 6:55 PM

354 Truth must prevail 3/19/2022 6:54 PM

355 This movie depicts rise of islamic terrorism. 3/19/2022 6:54 PM

356 It’s a real event film showing the genocide of Kashmiri pandits,it’s about culture humanity 3/19/2022 6:53 PM

357 Truth will prevail. 3/19/2022 6:52 PM

358 This is a TRUE story, then how one can express the pain of suffered ? This film
#KashmirFiles is the only media which narrates the pain of #KashmiriPandit.

3/19/2022 6:50 PM

359 Please support Right To Justice. Kashmiri Hindus were subjected to a holocaust and the
world should be aware of the atrocities faced by them. This movie is based on the first hand
accounts of the first generation victims of the Genocide.

3/19/2022 6:50 PM

360 India 3/19/2022 6:50 PM

361 This is story that should be told to the world 3/19/2022 6:44 PM

362 Real event movie the film is medium to showcase that painful experience to the world 3/19/2022 6:43 PM

363 Release Kashmir Files 3/19/2022 6:42 PM

364 No banned please 3/19/2022 6:42 PM

365 The movie is based on a true event in History, a condemnable Genocide and ethnic
cleansing of the entire Hindu community in Kashmir, this is a historic event. All characters
and events shown in the Movie are based on true events and true characters. Awareness
should be spread about this unheard Genocide and the Denial has to stop. It doesn't spread
hate but truth!

3/19/2022 6:41 PM

366 Banning a movie based on facts is a curtailing freedom of speech Biased or unbiased Is
irrelevant and should be left the discretion of the viewer

3/19/2022 6:39 PM

367 We must fight for Justice for kashmiri Hindus. 3/19/2022 6:39 PM
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368 I have watched the movie ,there is nothing objectionable 3/19/2022 6:39 PM

369 I believe in freedom of expression and every story needs to be told 3/19/2022 6:38 PM

370 With each passing day i face mental agony on double standard behaviour of world on Islam
issue. They protect protect brutality and accuse humanity

3/19/2022 6:37 PM

371 Release this film, it just explain what Kashmiri Hindus went through in 1990 3/19/2022 6:37 PM

372 Film is factual documentary and true to the best of its core. 3/19/2022 6:36 PM

373 I had Watched a Movie. 3/19/2022 6:34 PM

374 NZ is a democratic country which assures FoE. Banning this movie would be a breach of
Constitutionally assured fundamental right.

3/19/2022 6:34 PM

375 Movie 3/19/2022 6:34 PM

376 This movie is based on true incident. Everyone should watch this movie 3/19/2022 6:33 PM

377 It's the right of every citizen of the world to know the atrocities kashmiri Pandits had to
endure and how they were ethnically cleansed from their ancestral home lands. Stopping the
viewership is same as Stopping Schindler list or denying jewish holocaust. Give Kashmiri
Pandits the right to be heard!!!

3/19/2022 6:33 PM

378 This movie demonstrates what people actually faced. Banning this movie would be
suppressing truth

3/19/2022 6:30 PM

379 There is no communal in this movie. 3/19/2022 6:28 PM

380 Reality reality by not releasing film in NZ we our not only hurting the sentiments of Indian
community but also doing unjustice to the people who had been through it. We're not anti
muslim or anti Kashmiri, we too friends who are family from these communities.

3/19/2022 6:27 PM

381 Jai hind 3/19/2022 6:26 PM

382 It must not bane. 3/19/2022 6:20 PM

383 Let people decide after watching it and not let any fake propaganda decide. 3/19/2022 6:20 PM

384 Right to justice 3/19/2022 6:20 PM

385 The movie is excellent, and everyone has right of freedom of expression and speech .There
is no hate speech/act in the movie so that it will hurt sentiments of particular religion or
community. The only thing shown in the film is the truth.

3/19/2022 6:18 PM

386 The movie is excellent, and everyone has right of freedom of expression and speech .There
is no hate speech/act in the movie so that it will hurt sentiments of particular religion or
community. The only thing shown in the film is the truth.

3/19/2022 6:18 PM

387 Contrary to popular belief.. this film actually heavily toned down on violence and gore behind
every character shown in the film. Truth is far worse and inhumane. Let it be screened and
let people decide after watching the movie.

3/19/2022 6:17 PM

388 The truth needed to be told 3/19/2022 6:17 PM

389 True story ,and genocide of kashmiri hindus 3/19/2022 6:17 PM

390 Please release this movie! 3/19/2022 6:17 PM

391 Let truth be told 3/19/2022 6:16 PM

392 The film is about the Genocide of Kashmiri Hindus. Does NZ government support genocide
by suppressing the acknowledgement of genocide?????By same account, did the NZ
government of the time, banned screenings of other Films like Schindler's list and others,
which acknowledged Jewish genocide. If not, then by the same logic, why are they
suppressing The Kashmir files film?????

3/19/2022 6:12 PM

393 Kashmir Files movie should not be banned in any geographical location. 3/19/2022 6:11 PM

394 Please release the film in NZ. 3/19/2022 6:10 PM

395 Release the movie 3/19/2022 6:10 PM

396 This movie is a revolution movement for the rights of Kashmiri Pandits. Please allow
exhibition of this movie on NZ.

3/19/2022 6:10 PM

397 Fu@k !s£@m 3/19/2022 6:09 PM
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398 This movie has shown 100 percent reality. 3/19/2022 6:08 PM

399 This movie has shown 100 percent reality. 3/19/2022 6:08 PM

400 Please help to showcase the truth so everyone can learn and stay ready to avoid such
instances in the future.

3/19/2022 6:06 PM

401 Please support and allow to release this movie as its showing the real factual information
about Kashmir pandit genocide.

3/19/2022 6:05 PM

402 Denial of genocide is bigger crime 3/19/2022 6:03 PM

403 Kindly release the movie 3/19/2022 6:03 PM

404 THIS IS HISTORY, THOSE WHO FORGET HISTORY ARE DOOMED TO REPEAT IT ! 3/19/2022 6:02 PM

405 Genocide is secular but talking about terrorism is Islamophobic 3/19/2022 6:01 PM

406 #thekashmirfile is real base movie. 3/19/2022 6:00 PM

407 Jai Hind! 3/19/2022 6:00 PM

408 the Kashmir files is a must watch film. It's truth of Kashmiri hindu genocide and how world
was kept blinded from such massacre. Every single human should watch it. If ignored it's
murder of humanity.

3/19/2022 6:00 PM

409 The kashmir files should be screened in NZ 3/19/2022 5:59 PM

410 It is real story of Kashmiri pandits please must watch . masterpiece movie. 3/19/2022 5:58 PM

411 Reality must to know every Human regarding Hindu genocide. Hindu lives matter like others. 3/19/2022 5:56 PM

412 Please continue the screening of the reality based movie The kashmir files 3/19/2022 5:56 PM

413 Everybody have right to present their point of view and it's upto audience whether they want
to watch or not. must be presented to audience.

3/19/2022 5:56 PM

414 When i watched the movie i realised what was being hidden for so long 3/19/2022 5:55 PM

415 This movie tells about the harsh reality of the system and the same system now wants to
ban it. But it should reach out to every one who believes in humanity.

3/19/2022 5:53 PM

416 It must be seen by all. 3/19/2022 5:52 PM

417 The movie is a compilation of true stories. Truth should not be hid due to violence or
pressure.

3/19/2022 5:52 PM

418 This film depicts the brutal massacre, rape, plunder and ethnic cleansing of Kashmiri Pandit
community, who then became refugees in their own country. We have faith that New
Zealand, which has a reputation of being fair to all people of all faiths, will allow this true-life
events to be screened so that the world may be aware of the plight of these people, just as
the world knows about the history of Jewish holocaust.

3/19/2022 5:51 PM

419 Allow “The Kashmir Files” to release worldwide. It’s an eye opener. This movie shows how
on the name of faith people have committed brutal crimes. It could happen in your country
as well.

3/19/2022 5:48 PM

420 Shame on you terror sympathisers. 3/19/2022 5:48 PM

421 This is a raw and true movie and completely unbiased. Everyone should watch this. Without
exception.

3/19/2022 5:47 PM

422 The Kashmir Files is the real story of Kashmiri Hindus who were forced to flee Kashmir 32
years ago by massacre. Those Kashmiri Hindus have not yet got justice, this film can
become a medium in the path of right to justice. I request the New Zealand government to
please do not ban this film.

3/19/2022 5:47 PM

423 The Kashmir files movie is true genocide story of Hindus of Kashmir. They didn't get justice
till now. They are looking at us for support on humanitarian grounds Because every body
has right to justice

3/19/2022 5:46 PM

424 The Kashmir files movie is true genocide story of Hindus of Kashmir. They didn't get justice
till now. They are looking at us for support on humanitarian grounds Because every body
has right to justice

3/19/2022 5:45 PM

425 If you believe in listening to all side of story than please let the people see it and know this
side of the story. Truth always prevails 

3/19/2022 5:43 PM
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426 Truth has right to visit New Zealand too 3/19/2022 5:41 PM

427 Let them heal❤by listening their pain 3/19/2022 5:41 PM

428 Movie only shows the true events (genocide ) which happened. Please let it release 3/19/2022 5:41 PM

429 It is a movie based on true events,it needs to be reached to everyone around the world.they
should feel the pain the way Kashmir pandits took while constitution as well as human rights
activists were there

3/19/2022 5:40 PM

430 Please let the truth of Kashmir Hindu genocide be watched by everyone. 3/19/2022 5:40 PM

431 True storie must watch 3/19/2022 5:40 PM

432 The Kasmir files should be released in new zealand 3/19/2022 5:38 PM

433 Asking to ban this movie because it would spread Islamophobia is similar to asking to not
kill osama bin laden just because he was muslim. The people who did kashmiri hindu
genocide were terrorists. So the problem lies with those who sympathise with terrorists just
because they happened to me muslim. This movie is 100% based on facts and does give a
glimpse, albeit small one, of the atrocities meted out on kasmiri hindus in 1990s who have
till now not got justice. It gives voice to the voiceless. It is a very important movie and how
newzealand decides upon whether it will release it or not will give us an indication of the
moral compass of the country.

3/19/2022 5:37 PM

434 New Zealanders Indians need THE KASHMIR FILES 3/19/2022 5:37 PM

435 Stand with the truth. 3/19/2022 5:37 PM

436 This film depicts 1% of the horrors what hindu community went through in 1990. In the
name of religion many people were killed. This film is the real story of Kashmir pandit
genoside

3/19/2022 5:36 PM

437 This film is based upon true incidents of genocide of Kashmiri pandits that happened during
1990 and has taken more than 4 years for collection of facts and proofs to be made. So as
it's said there should be no debate on terrorism and this film exposes the current
propoganda as well to brainwash the youth.

3/19/2022 5:36 PM

438 The film is the true history of Kashmir, please let it air in NZ so that the reality is known to
all

3/19/2022 5:36 PM

439 Truth must be told to everyone  Everyone should know the atrocities happened with
Kashmiri pandits  We should know History as History repeats itself if we don't learn from it

3/19/2022 5:36 PM

440 It's truth 3/19/2022 5:34 PM

441 We are Hindu majority nation's but we are Minority in Jammu and Kashmir and Muslims are
Majority with 90percent so Muslim jihadi are raped , murdered,chopped,and forced them to
convert and marry our females...pls watch Kashmir files an investigate if New Zealand has
doubts...

3/19/2022 5:33 PM

442 This movie should be released in New Zealand and it's doesn't provoke any harm to the
society.

3/19/2022 5:30 PM

443 My friends in Newzelend wants to watch The Kashmir Files movie. I requesting Newzelend
government don't try to crush freedom of expression of people of Newzelend. Don't try to
stop movie like The Kashmir Files which is based on truth. Is truth have not any space in
Newzelend?? Is Newzelend against the truth??

3/19/2022 5:29 PM

444 This is a business email id. But I can be contacted here too. 3/19/2022 5:29 PM

445 No comments, the movie shows truth and nothing else. This need to release for truth to be
known.

3/19/2022 5:28 PM

446 Open in theater show truth about crime of muslim to world what they do when they are in
majority

3/19/2022 5:28 PM

447 Best movie till now . I hope that government and ppl of that country see d truth nd show the
truth others and stand with kashmir pandit and their families nd feelings

3/19/2022 5:27 PM

448 Please don't cover up the genocide. Don't fall for pressure. Tomorrow it can happen with
anyone.

3/19/2022 5:27 PM

449 The movie kashmir files shows the truth, based on the genocide of Kashmiri pandits by
islamic terrorists.

3/19/2022 5:26 PM

450 I am an Indian ( Hindu) and I don't want the world to forget our pain. Instead I choose to 3/19/2022 5:26 PM
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contribute to eradicate it and have my #righttojustice

451 It is important to show the movie so that people know how much white washing has been
done for past 32 years on the genocide of a community under the name of exodus and fake
narratives.

3/19/2022 5:26 PM

452 Any country who claims to be a democracy cannot ban this movie. We all are with you
Vivek Agnihotri ji

3/19/2022 5:26 PM

453 Whole princely state of Jammu and Kashmir is an integral part of India. 3/19/2022 5:25 PM

454 Best movei 3/19/2022 5:25 PM

455 Allow release of kashmiri files 3/19/2022 5:24 PM

456 It's Excellent Movie show the Exodus of Kashmire Pandits 3/19/2022 5:23 PM

457 Kindly release the Kashmir Files in New Zealand..it's Indian history and people of New
Zealand deserves to know the truth .

3/19/2022 5:23 PM

458 This film is eye opener for everyone that so called claimer of peace messanger of islam are
double face people tjis film uncover their beahviour which flows in their viens in form of
blood.

3/19/2022 5:22 PM

459 "I'm with truth, So I support this movie #TheKashmirFiles." 3/19/2022 5:22 PM

460 "I'm with truth, So I support this movie #TheKashmirFiles." 3/19/2022 5:22 PM

461 Well made film based on real events. Nothing against any community. It's a honest attempt
to make people aware about what happened 30 years ago. So no one has to be worried
about anything. Pls release asap.

3/19/2022 5:22 PM

462 This movies is based on real facts. And suffering of Kashmiri Pandits should be made
aware to everyone. This is the best tribute to every kashmiri pandits.

3/19/2022 5:21 PM

463 What is the reason for banning the real story in NZ? Do not fall for the propoganda. Let the
truth be revealed.

3/19/2022 5:21 PM

464 I should know what happened to kashmiri pandit like we know what happened with Jews
brothers and sisters.

3/19/2022 5:21 PM

465 Good Movie 3/19/2022 5:21 PM

466 This film depicts Black history of India. 3/19/2022 5:21 PM

467 The truth about the Kashmir Genocide needs to be shared with the world. 3/19/2022 5:20 PM

468 #Isupportkashmirfile 3/19/2022 5:19 PM

469 Must be release the movie 3/19/2022 5:19 PM

470 hiding truth of Opressed community, will lead to many major consequence.. 3/19/2022 5:19 PM

471 The Kashmir Files is just more then a film. I think there is no harm in showing the truth. 3/19/2022 5:18 PM

472 It's a fact based movie. 3/19/2022 5:18 PM

473 This is grossly unfair and appeasement for one community is unacceptable! This movie is a
fundamental truth about what happened in Kashmir!

3/19/2022 5:17 PM

474 Its the truth of kashmir,India & truth should be reached to everyone 3/19/2022 5:17 PM

475 Truth can only be prevail if it is told 3/19/2022 5:16 PM

476 This is grossly unfair and appeasement for one community is unacceptable! This movie is a
fundamental truth about what happened in Kashmir!

3/19/2022 5:16 PM

477 Please run the movie with our censorship as the plight of people would be erased 3/19/2022 5:15 PM

478 This movie shows nothing but TRUTH please release it in NZ. 3/19/2022 5:15 PM

479 Please do watch and allow to screening of The Kashmir files 3/19/2022 5:14 PM

480 It’s a factual movie. Please allow to release 3/19/2022 5:12 PM

481 Must watch movie 3/19/2022 5:11 PM

482 Newzealand is democratic, we expect them to see the truth... 3/19/2022 5:11 PM
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483 This movie based on True events 3/19/2022 5:11 PM

484 Best movies 3/19/2022 5:11 PM

485 We want justice 3/19/2022 5:10 PM

486 Pls don't ban this movie.. atleast everyone has right to see truth 3/19/2022 5:10 PM

487 This film should be screened in all countries for the betterment of humanity. 3/19/2022 5:09 PM

488 Harsh truth is sometimes difficult to digest! 3/19/2022 5:09 PM

489 1. The Kashmir files is not a movie, it's a fact 2. In newzland Everyone should know what
happened with kashmiri pandits in Kashmir. So plz realise the movie on theaters.

3/19/2022 5:08 PM

490 It's a fact based movie. Everyone should watch this movie. This movie teach us what
happened when Humanity died . This movie is based on Genocide of Kashmiri Hindus. How
7 Lakh Kashmiri Hindus were displaced forcefully by I$lamic Terrorism, Thousands of
Kashmiri HINDUS were killed , Numbers of Kashmiri HINDU women were raped , Kashmiri
HINDU girls were kidnapped. So if you don't want The New Zeland files in future dan you
must watch this movie. All Time blockbuster . So I request my sisters and brothers of New-
Zeland to watch this movie with entire family. GOD BLESS TO ALL.

3/19/2022 5:08 PM

491 Plz available this film for public to watch it's story of kashmir 3/19/2022 5:07 PM

492 It should be released with any bais. 3/19/2022 5:06 PM

493 Several films have been made on holocaust but did anyone ever see Germans protesting
against those films? In the same way, Kashmir Files shows the terror carried out by Islamic
extremists in Kashmir Valley in 1990. The truth has been suppressed till now but this is the
time we show everyone the truth. If no objection against films based on 9/11 and holocaust
then this film should also be permitted worldwide. Those radical elements who are trying to
stop this movie know very well that this movie shows the real teaching and truth of their
religion.

3/19/2022 5:05 PM

494 Please do screen the movie for the the world to know the truth 3/19/2022 5:05 PM

495 na 3/19/2022 5:05 PM

496 Please release the film in theatres in New Zealand ! 3/19/2022 5:04 PM

497 This movie is about Kashmiri Pandits, they were killed to threatened other member of
community, and forced to leave their birth place their house and properties, they were forced
to live in other city and states on road in tents. And till now they are living in tents, we want
them to be rehabilitated back to Kashmir.

3/19/2022 5:04 PM

498 In this movie truth of 1990's kashmir has been shown 3/19/2022 5:03 PM

499 Please let the screening of Kashmir files happen 3/19/2022 5:02 PM

500 I support to release in NZ 3/19/2022 5:01 PM

501 Go and watch 3/19/2022 5:01 PM

502 Don't you dare to suppress the Freedom of expression. 3/19/2022 5:01 PM

503 You will do your country injustice if you don’t show them the reality. It is about upholding
human values, & that can be achieved by dealing with reality & not forgetting history and
human suffering..

3/19/2022 5:00 PM

504 Must watch to know the real life horror done to Kashmiri Hindus in their home land. 3/19/2022 5:00 PM

505 Will you stop people from watching a movie about holocaust?This is also a genocide on
another religion please let people of New Zeeland know the pain of 6 lakh humans

3/19/2022 5:00 PM

506 Pls don't stop Movie screening 3/19/2022 4:59 PM

507 This film is a must-watch to provide justice to the Kashmiri Hindus. 3/19/2022 4:59 PM

508 Truth be told! Ha hers will find hate in everything, but The Kashmir Files is more about the
plight of Kashmiri Pandits, than hatemongering about the extremists responsible for their
killing and exodus! LET THE TRUTH BE TOLD!

3/19/2022 4:59 PM

509 Yesterday I saw that film and I got goosebumps I cried like never before and I was shaking
just watching that and I could feel the pains and sufferings of those people and the last
seen just killed me from inside . I humbly request the governments of all the Nations please
let Indians in any other country watch and feel the emotions and pains of the people the

3/19/2022 4:59 PM
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Kashmiri Hindus and please don't hide it anymore it's already been 32 years . Justice for
Kashmiri Hindu awaits

510 This movie is based on real life events happened in Kashmir 3 decades ago many of my
kashmiri friends feel very happy with the film and we as an Indian demand that this film
must be played in your theatres without any cut from film board. We Indians have good
relationship with new zealand and if any thing happens with film will impact our relationship
with new zealand for sure.

3/19/2022 4:59 PM

511 Right to justice 3/19/2022 4:58 PM

512 It is very much important for everyone to be with the truth, no matter what. This is not a
mere fictional movie but a movie based on the Genocide, ethnic cleansing and exodus of
native Pandits from their home land, The Kashmir. The world never acknowledged and
completely silent on this dark incident of Hinduphobic atrocities and persecution. It's the
time to open our eyes and acknowledge and understand the horrific, gruesome, inhumane
incident onscreen so that we can avoid such pathetic events in future.

3/19/2022 4:58 PM

513 It's a movie that shows the plight of the kashmir pandits who were persecuted from there
home land and also shows the unlawful side of the islamic militancy who caused the
bloodshed and fort of the kashmir Hindus. This movie must be released so that the truth
finally comes out and changes the victim hood of these islamic militants

3/19/2022 4:58 PM

514 Allow this in NZ 3/19/2022 4:58 PM

515 Please don't do injustice to us indians and to the maker of thus film ,this film is all about
truth .

3/19/2022 4:58 PM

516 Release kf in NZ 3/19/2022 4:57 PM

517 It's a true story of kashmiri pandit genoside 3/19/2022 4:57 PM

518 Pl do not ban a movie that shows Hindu Holocaust. Jewish Holocaust was 6mio Jews,
Hindu Holocaust is 100mio in 1000 years.

3/19/2022 4:57 PM

519 Let the good sense prevail. Let the people watch this movie. I as Indian (oldest surviving
civilization in the world)and as a HINDU, approves that this movies is not against any
religion. This movie is based on FACTS AND NOTHING ELSE. #RIGHTTOJUSTICE

3/19/2022 4:56 PM

520 Please screen The Kashmir Files as planned. 3/19/2022 4:56 PM

521 Everyone should know the truth of Kashmir 3/19/2022 4:56 PM

522 The Kashmir Files is not merely a movie; it's a revolution... 3/19/2022 4:56 PM

523 New Zealand claims to be a torchbearer of FOE & democracy so how come NewZealand is
complaining about being pressurized by communal groups. when Schindler's list was
released then also did you stop the movie from releasing in theatres because it was also
about the genocide committed on Jews by Nazis. you can not come under pressure from
these groups who worries about Muslims shown in poor light. get one thing straight in your
head it is the reality and in them, Kashmiri Muslims were comrades with Islamic terrorist.so
go ahead and let it release in new zealand.

3/19/2022 4:56 PM

524 This film is a must watch movie. I support the screening of the movie 3/19/2022 4:56 PM

525 The movie is based on real tragedies. It is not a piece of fiction or propaganda. 3/19/2022 4:55 PM

526 It's not just a film ,it's our past. It's a genocide of Hindus. Today's, people are crying while
watching the Kashmir files. Now it's a movement. Please release it all over the world

3/19/2022 4:54 PM

527 Genocide of kashmiri Hindus by Muslims, Film only show 1% of incidents 3/19/2022 4:54 PM

528 Must Watch . And don't kneel down before those fucking urban naxals , liberals etc. Lots of
Love to New Zealand from India

3/19/2022 4:54 PM

529 I have watched the film with my family and their is not an iota of hatred towards anybody.
This potrays exodus, ethenic cleansing, genocide & suffering of the Kashmiri Hindu
community by Pakistan sponsered Islamist Jihadists and negligence and incompetence of
the government. If the film is banned in NZ, it'll be a disservice to humanity and image of
the NZ PM.

3/19/2022 4:53 PM

530 Must watch movie. 3/19/2022 4:53 PM

531 #TheKashmirFiles is an experience and acknowledgement of the injustice and violence
against Kashmiri Pandits. This truth was buried for 32 years. And this time we should unite
to bring their truth out!

3/19/2022 4:53 PM
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532 It depicts the truth which happened in kshmir which is an integral part of India . 3/19/2022 4:52 PM

533 Its a documentary 3/19/2022 4:52 PM

534 This is a factual movie on the Kashmiri Hindu genocide in Kashmir,India. It must be
released everywhere as we all have the #RightToTruth

3/19/2022 4:52 PM

535 The movie is a heart wrentcing truth. Theis shows the painfull experience of Kashmiri
pandits and dosen't spread hate for any other community or religion.

3/19/2022 4:52 PM

536 Truth must be revealed 3/19/2022 4:52 PM

537 Please release in New Zealand 3/19/2022 4:52 PM

538 In a free democratic country, everyone should have the right to freedom of expression. What
happened to Jews in Holocaust happened to Hindus in Kashmir. The world turned a blind
eye to the genocide three decades ago, now is the time to correct that mistake by allowing
the film to be screened there.

3/19/2022 4:51 PM

539 Release the movie in NZ 3/19/2022 4:51 PM

540 I fully support the Kashmir files because it is based on true events with hard facts .i urg to
everyone around the world that don't let this truth to be hidden .If you starts ignoring history
then it will also repeat without informing you..

3/19/2022 4:50 PM

541 Please let the world know about the Kashmir genocide of 1990 3/19/2022 4:50 PM

542 Dont be coward. Dont be selfish. Make truth prevail so your people know truth. 3/19/2022 4:48 PM

543 This is not movie.. NOT AT ALL IT'S BRUTAL REALITY PLEASE ALLOW TO SCREEN IN
NZ WORLD SHOULD BE FEEL HOW OUR KP's FAMILIES SUFFER THAT ABSOLUTE
TROMA FROM 32 YEARS

3/19/2022 4:48 PM

544 Over the years people have been fed lies, misguided & brainwashed! The world deserves to
know the truth now.. please do not let anything stop the release of this movie. Many thanks,
Pranav

3/19/2022 4:47 PM

545 This movie shows you the hidden or hided by some peoples are now out... & every person
should watch this then you'll know better about what was Kashmir for Hindus is Home &
Islamic community people's said them Convert or leave Kashmir or Die... This truth should
watch every human being to understand that so called peaceful religion

3/19/2022 4:47 PM

546 No hate, only peace! Only acknowledging the kashmiri Hindus suffering which was
dismissed and denied for years.

3/19/2022 4:47 PM

547 Watch it 3/19/2022 4:46 PM

548 Release in New Zealand please 3/19/2022 4:46 PM

549 This is a true story of Kashmiri Hindu genocide. 3/19/2022 4:45 PM

550 It's not a movie but also a mirror of future...it based on realities so the reality should not be
buried

3/19/2022 4:45 PM

551 Let the Kashmir Files release in NZ. 3/19/2022 4:45 PM

552 Please let it release it as a movie!! We don’t have to make everything about religion! It is
not against Muslims

3/19/2022 4:45 PM

553 To avoid ugly history of genocide and ethnic cleaning, neither Jewish Holocaust nor ‘The
Kashmir Files’ ( a movie on Kashmiri Hindu genocide) should never be banned in any
country, let alone in a democracy like New Zealand. What happened to the cherished
principle of freedom of expression for an artist/ movie maker?

3/19/2022 4:45 PM

554 kindly take action on it. The Kashmir files is really true based story. 3/19/2022 4:45 PM

555 Every country men should be aware of his country's history. 3/19/2022 4:45 PM

556 This movie is based on true tragic history of genocide of kashmiri people. 3/19/2022 4:44 PM

557 It should be watched by people of New Zealand 3/19/2022 4:44 PM

558 Each and everyone has right to know the truth behind the kashmiri pandit genocide, people
must know about the radicalized islamic terrorism what we are facing from long time since
Mughal era. Come let it be successful on various forums, #Righttojustice is need of time.

3/19/2022 4:43 PM

559 please ......the kashmiri files is an affordable movie.it is not areligion of some kind or 3/19/2022 4:43 PM
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another..##thank u newzeland government i support to the kashmiri files

560 Don't ban the truth 3/19/2022 4:43 PM

561 Story of a Genocide must never ever be brushed under the carpet. 3/19/2022 4:43 PM

562 Please help by making it release in the theatres of New Zealand so the people over there
can imagine through what situation the Kashmiri Pandits had gone.

3/19/2022 4:43 PM

563 The film depicts the real plight of genocide which happened in kashmir on 19jan 1990.Its a
must watch because the world should know the truth. #Righttojustice.

3/19/2022 4:43 PM

564 This movie doesn't incite any hatred but simply shows the truth 3/19/2022 4:43 PM

565 Please go and watch the film .its not a film it's a emotion 3/19/2022 4:42 PM

566 G 3/19/2022 4:41 PM

567 Please release this movie in Nz otherwise Nz have to face some consequences. 3/19/2022 4:41 PM

568 This movie must watch by everyone, to understand how extremist and there sympathisers
support terrorist. And you will understand reasons and pain of Kashmiri Hindu exodus and
there bloodshed.

3/19/2022 4:41 PM

569 Thanks for considering the opinion. 3/19/2022 4:40 PM

570 Movie MUST be released. It shows the brutal truth about what happened to our Brothers and
Sisters from Kashmir.

3/19/2022 4:40 PM

571 The movie The Kashmir Files is a movie based on facts and real life incidents of
unspeakable cruelty, atrocities, mass killings of Kashmiri Pandits in 1990 by the Islamists
Terrorists. As a result of the genocide of Kashmiri Pandits and Hindus, they had to flee
Kashmir leaving everything behind and live as a refugee in their own country. There are
many who have confirmed and narrated the bone-chilling incidents of killings, rapes,
violence against the Kashmiri Pandit and Hindu communities. It is a well-researched movie
based on facts. The Truth that was hidden and suppressed for over 3 decades must come
out and the persecuted community must get due respect and justice that is due to them.
This kind of brutal hate, killings, genocide by the Islamist Terrorists must be denounced
world-wide so that no such incidents take place ever anywhere in the world. The world must
know the Truth. I would urge the NZ authorities to allow screening of the movie in NZ.
Thanks

3/19/2022 4:39 PM

572 Kashmir Files is not only truth but voice of justice demand for victims of Genocide in
Kashmir. It must be shown. Request New Zealand government to understand that.

3/19/2022 4:38 PM

573 There's not a single thing in the movies which is showing wrongly. It's showing the genocide
of Kashmiri Hindus from valley in 19th January 1990, where CM of the state firstly released
70 plus terrorist and day before the genocide resign from it's position to enjoy holiday
outside side. But before resigning he make sure that all the security forces stay outside
villages so that they can genocide the kashmiri hindus. And there was not one to order
security forces to come back as he has already resigned from there. That was preplanned
genocide by Islamist. So showing islamist as it is for what they have done is not wrong in
any context.

3/19/2022 4:38 PM

574 The film creates catharsis for the viewer, not feel hate for anyone. 3/19/2022 4:37 PM

575 Please release the film and prevent foe 3/19/2022 4:36 PM

576 The genocide of Kashmiri Pandits (Hindus) has been brushed under the carpet for too long.
It’s time that the world knows about it.

3/19/2022 4:36 PM

577 This is a real story and history must be shown to people to avoid reoeat in other part of
world

3/19/2022 4:36 PM

578 Kashmir files is true story 3/19/2022 4:36 PM

579 Please allow the screenings 3/19/2022 4:36 PM

580 This is not just a movie about a community it's about the pain and agony that kashmiri
pandit have faced and suffered just cuz of their religion it's not a Exodus it's a genocide if
newszeland govt ban this movie they aren't banning a movie they are doing injustice with
huminity the world know the genocide of jews but no one know what happened with kashmiri
in 90's as indian national i heartily request to nz govt plz release it world need to know the
brutal truth

3/19/2022 4:36 PM

581 The Kashmir file is truth of Kashmiris Hindus of genocide 3/19/2022 4:36 PM
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582 It's easy to stand for free speech when it comes to Muslims, because we have been
brainwashed into thinking that they are always the victim, no matter which country, which
context, which era. This is an elaborate lie. They're the only faith where we still stand and
watch while they kill in the name of blasphemy, oppress women and obliterate cultures. The
style of filmmaking for Kashmir files can be debated, but this targeted genocide happened.
It is the incontrovertible truth. If NZ doesn't stand for the release of this film, you're
hypocrites who only stand for free speech for some and not all.

3/19/2022 4:35 PM

583 This movie is about victim not perpetrators 3/19/2022 4:34 PM

584 The Kashmir Files is a movie of ages which should be shown to each & every individual to
know the plight of Kashmiri Pandits & the Genocide which they faced. Unlike other
communities who are always engaged in wars for crimes committed against them, the
Kashmiri Pandits concentrated more on educating themselves and never took the path of
violence. It is a story of one of biggest massacre that the world should know

3/19/2022 4:34 PM

585 I'm eagerly waitting for this movie. And so many like me waiting for this but some people
with propaganda and vested interests are stopping this to happen. I will be more then happy
to provide information if anyone contact me.

3/19/2022 4:34 PM

586 Girls were raped in front of their father or husband. Thousands were killed । We only want
the world to see the Genocide of Kashmiri Hindus. Please watch our Kashmiri Hindus
condition they are Refugees in their own country. From 32 years they are out of our own
house and properties. They want to live in peace in their home. Please help them..

3/19/2022 4:34 PM

587 the truth is truth.the genocide happened and its the reality..if their feelings are getting hurt
they shld make some changes in their ideologies.their feelings are not more important thn
someone's life.

3/19/2022 4:33 PM

588 The only thing I would like to say is that even Muslims from countries like Pakistan,
Afghanistan, Syria, and many more like this are supporting this true depiction of the
Kashmiri Hindu genocide by Islamic Terorists.

3/19/2022 4:33 PM

589 Its movie on genocide of kashmiri hindu 3/19/2022 4:33 PM

590 #KashmirFiles isn't just about the Pandits #genocide, it's a prelude to the "Cultural
Genocide" that took place in the last 600-700 years. Made up curious and I ended up
reading about Kashmir's history from 3000 BC - till date. Such a rich Hindu-Buddhist culture
simply eradicated. History must be preserved to learn lessons for the future.

3/19/2022 4:33 PM

591 This film is based on true incidents and now being the voice of suppressed and oppressed
people. The voice of truth and free will of people to watch must not be controlled or
suppressed further.

3/19/2022 4:32 PM

592 This film shows the genocide that happened in kashmir with all facts loud and clearly
mentioned without any distortion . It doesnt target hate crime against any particular
community

3/19/2022 4:32 PM

593 This movie is totally based on true story and people should watch this movie.there is no lie
in this movie .

3/19/2022 4:32 PM

594 Release of this film is watershed moment, it can start healing process for community whose
members have faced gruesome murders, rapes, humiliation and cleansing. Pls give this film
a chance

3/19/2022 4:32 PM

595 Every human have rights to justice and world should know about this reality. 3/19/2022 4:32 PM

596 This message movie is real fail,and kashmir Hindus reallyti 3/19/2022 4:32 PM

597 The film is a true depiction of past events and all the relevant videos are available for
verification. The film in no way promotes hatred towards a particular religion but just a
lesson for everyone to introspect and become a better society. It deserves to be heard and
seen for a better tomorrow.

3/19/2022 4:31 PM

598 I fully support this movie which shows the genocide of Kashmiri Hindus by Islamic
fundamentalists & terrorists.

3/19/2022 4:31 PM

599 Allow the movie please 3/19/2022 4:31 PM

600 The Kashmir Files is not a movie This is the truth of the massacre of Kashmiri Pandits 3/19/2022 4:31 PM

601 Please support kashmir files 3/19/2022 4:30 PM

602 The film is based on true fact, talks about a genocide. If this film is a problem then it's
equivalent to having problem with jews genocide in Hitler nazi germany

3/19/2022 4:30 PM
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603 Please show this movie to the masses. It's a must watch to open our eyes against terrorism 3/19/2022 4:29 PM

604 Movie is good and made on real incidents 3/19/2022 4:29 PM

605 Its the right of every human being to know the truth whether it’s beautiful or ugly. 3/19/2022 4:29 PM

606 Please release this film in new Zealand. This film is truth. 3/19/2022 4:29 PM

607 Please release this film in new Zealand. This film is truth. 3/19/2022 4:28 PM

608 The movie is not against any religion or community... there were a set of people who were
aggressors and other set of people whose life was dismantled and the country didn't do
anything... no foreign attack... no invaders... within the country and yet no protection to it's
citizens... a failure of system...

3/19/2022 4:28 PM

609 Please release this film in new Zealand. This film is truth. 3/19/2022 4:28 PM

610 It's true 3/19/2022 4:28 PM

611 Please release this film in new Zealand. This film is truth. 3/19/2022 4:28 PM

612 Movie just shows truth, not showing the movie is like genocide denial 3/19/2022 4:28 PM

613 The movie is based on true events, and truth must be revealed. 3/19/2022 4:27 PM

614 This movie should be watched by everyone and recognised Kashmir genocide 3/19/2022 4:26 PM

615 People should see plight of kashmiri pandits 3/19/2022 4:26 PM

616 Allow the movie to be screened in New Zealand as the truth needs to travel all over the
world. NZ is known to be a free democracy a liberal society where art and varied opinions
are welcomed.Don't pander to Islamists and their blackmailing tactics. Let the movie get
released.

3/19/2022 4:26 PM

617 You wouldn't ban a movie on Holocaust because Neo Nazis and Genocide deniers would
want it banned. Similarly Kashmir Files tells very real stories of Kashmiri Hindu Genocide.
Don't let extremists win.

3/19/2022 4:26 PM

618 This movie is must watch. Please allow freedom of speech in cinema. 3/19/2022 4:25 PM

619 The Kashmir files is superb movie Must watch every one 3/19/2022 4:25 PM

620 A ban on this film is equivalent to shutting down Schindler’s List and negating the genocide
of gargantuan proportions because it is uncomfortable for a few token people. This truth
must be told for any reconciliation to happen amongst 500,000 Hindu Kashmiris who have
been forced out of their homes. New Zealand with an enviable reputation for democratic
principles, human rights activism and equal rights must stand as a beacon for the justice of
these displaced people. Terrorism has no religion.

3/19/2022 4:25 PM

621 Save Hindus. 3/19/2022 4:25 PM

622 Please don't stop the truth, let that come out, please stand with humanity. 3/19/2022 4:24 PM

623 If NZ govt does Not allow screening, due to pressure from Muslim groups, then it means
that the country is soon gonna become an Islamic country, like Sweden. Then, the
Christians will also be converted by force or will need to leave NZ. Sad.

3/19/2022 4:24 PM

624 Whole world should watch this movie and open tour eyes.. 3/19/2022 4:24 PM

625 Please let this excellent movie be screened which echoes the pain of the Genocide of
Kashmiri Pandits.

3/19/2022 4:23 PM

626 Let’s not be partisan and be secular in every way! Let every community’s oppression be put
out in open.

3/19/2022 4:23 PM

627 How can showing something that happened to a minority community by terrorists lead to
Islamophobia?

3/19/2022 4:23 PM

628 Pls make the movie TAx free in newzeland 3/19/2022 4:23 PM

629 Jai hind 3/19/2022 4:23 PM

630 Shows the reality of extremist. We don't want NZ to experience something like Kashmir 3/19/2022 4:22 PM

631 we can't just move on without accepting the truth, however "painful" .it is a film based on
facts, and denying its screening is denying the truth, every story is based on facts from
girija tikoo to other Kashmiri Hindus tragedy.did we stop showing hitlers crime against jews
just bcz germans ill be called out ? IT IS NOT A STORY IT IS A FCT BASED FILM

3/19/2022 4:22 PM
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DENYING THE TRUTH TO BE SHWON IS DENYING THE VICTIMS A FIRST STEP
TOWRDAS JUSTICE . BANNING THE FILM SURELY HAVE MORE REACTIONS WE
PROMISE FOR THE SAME .

632 The film depicts terrorists who mercilessly killed and evicted Hindus from their homeland.
Over 5 million Hindus in India have become refugees in their own country. The general
public is intelligent enough to distinguish between terrorists and other Muslims. It is only
"Kashmiri Hindu genocide deniers" who do not distinguish between the two, causing
injustice to innocent Muslims.

3/19/2022 4:22 PM

633 It shows the hard truth that has been systematically suppresed 3/19/2022 4:22 PM

634 It's the truth 3/19/2022 4:22 PM

635 I want the world to know about an event that should have never been taken placed. 3/19/2022 4:22 PM

636 This movies is all about the atrocities done on Kashmiri Hindus. Not at all communal. 3/19/2022 4:22 PM

637 Let the people should know the truth 3/19/2022 4:21 PM

638 #RightToJustice 3/19/2022 4:21 PM

639 Showing the true face of communal hate spread by hardcore criminals is not wrong. Please
let the truth come out to the world

3/19/2022 4:21 PM

640 This is our and human right to watch this kind of movie. 3/19/2022 4:21 PM

641 Let the people should know the truth 3/19/2022 4:21 PM

642 The film is a msg to entire humanity. So that this kind of Genocide doesn't happen to
anyone or a race remotely in any part of the world. So plz allow the screening as it's
Cathartic.

3/19/2022 4:21 PM

643 This movie is based on facts and research. It should be allowed to be shown. 3/19/2022 4:21 PM

644 This is a tearjerker movie based on facts on the Kashmiri Hindu genocide between 1982 to
1992.

3/19/2022 4:20 PM

645 Amazing truthful film everyone should see 3/19/2022 4:20 PM

646 Pls don't ban the Kashmir files movie. This movie don't promote any hate against muslim
community. This movie is based on the atrocities faced by Kashmiri Hindus by terrorist
sponsored by Pakistani. As a responsible humans we should support and tell the stories of
Kashmiri Hindus like Jews. Pls support 

3/19/2022 4:20 PM

647 The movie throws light to true incidents that has happened in Kashmir. It is in no way
inciting any communal hatred.

3/19/2022 4:20 PM

648 This film is based on 100% reality and the video of Kashmiri Hindu Pandit is based on the
video testimage, it shows Islamic terrorism in the Kashmir Valley spread by Pakistan
against Kashmiri Hindu Pandit between 1985 to 199 0 and all those people suffering from
this terrorism. Those who want to be with India and they raise voice against terrorism.

3/19/2022 4:20 PM

649 It is time that such a denial of genocide is put to an end people muster the courage to
speak the truth freely. It is time, that people rise above all political compulsions and come
together for truth & justice.

3/19/2022 4:19 PM

650 Truth be told and uphold however painful it must be. The government is contemplating if it
can disrupt harmony but for once think of the pain the Kashmiri Pandits suffered and put
yourself in their shoes, the understanding will down itself.

3/19/2022 4:19 PM

651 I'm in support of TRUE Stories and we should show these to whole world 3/19/2022 4:19 PM

652 Please release this film in new Zealand. This film is truth. 3/19/2022 4:19 PM

653 The Kashmir Files is a mirror not film. Plz watch every people 3/19/2022 4:18 PM

654 No 3/19/2022 4:18 PM

655 Best movies showing truth 3/19/2022 4:18 PM

656 We all have to accept our mistake, what happened to Kashmiri Hindus was very terrible, we
have to help them, it is our responsibility.

3/19/2022 4:18 PM

657 Movie is based on reality. Kashmir Hindus genocide was similar to Jewish genocide. Movie
is a must watch

3/19/2022 4:18 PM

658 The genoside of people of Kashmir watch 3/19/2022 4:18 PM
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659 It's a matter of genocide and the terror sympathizer doesn't want to see their statement that
they done especially wen it comes to kashmir. ...So i request newzealand government to
kindly release the Kashmir files.

3/19/2022 4:18 PM

660 We wish you watch it, Hindu's are also human, every life matter, every Kasmiri pandit life
matter

3/19/2022 4:17 PM

661 100% true 3/19/2022 4:17 PM

662 #righttojustice 3/19/2022 4:17 PM

663 Don't fall into trap of this jihadis....movie is excellent and it gives both side view of the story
and let audience decide in what they want to belive...we should support movies like this and
it is true that this movie is about right to justice

3/19/2022 4:17 PM

664 Right to Justice 3/19/2022 4:17 PM

665 The kashmirfile victory 3/19/2022 4:17 PM

666 Movie is bonding Indians like never before. Release it. 3/19/2022 4:17 PM

667 I have watched the Kashmir Files movie. It did not raise any hatred in me for Muslims. This
movie shows a series of true events. Even if you watch the movie without any context, you
would understand that the movie tries to encourage empathy. It does not show any malice
towards any religion. It is a film about injustice served to people. The victims are yet to find
any solace.

3/19/2022 4:17 PM

668 This is the truest narrative of the genocide of Kashmiri Hindus in the 90s. 3/19/2022 4:17 PM

669 Right to Justice 3/19/2022 4:17 PM

670 This shows the genocide of Hindus which have been conveniently forgotten by us. 3/19/2022 4:16 PM

671 Release the movie. 3/19/2022 4:16 PM

672 Please don't stop TheKashmirFiles movie. It's a good movie which the history. 3/19/2022 4:16 PM

673 This movie should not be banned! This should be released any how! Cause this is based on
100% reality

3/19/2022 4:16 PM

674 This is realiaty what the Hindu community in Kashmir has faced. Please help it reach as
many people as possible. We are pleading justice since 32 years. Biggest pain apart from
going through pain itself is not being heard by anyone around. Our comminity has faced
both the pains. Please help our story reach all the people across the globe.

3/19/2022 4:16 PM

675 This movie should not be banned! This should be released any how! Cause this is based on
100% reality

3/19/2022 4:16 PM

676 Only those who want the truth not to reach as it will bring shame to them will want the film
not to be shown. This film must be shown at any cost else you are supporting this genocide
of Kashmiri Hindus of India.

3/19/2022 4:15 PM

677 This is a historical film,should be promoted to understand what is wrong and shouldn't
repeat

3/19/2022 4:15 PM

678 Right To Justice #TheKashmirFiles 3/19/2022 4:15 PM

679 Woh din ke jiska waada hain. #humdekhenge 3/19/2022 4:14 PM

680 THE FILMS SHOWS THE GENOCIDE OF KASHMIRI HINDUS WITH FACTS BASED
INTERVIEWS AND MEDIA REPORTS .

3/19/2022 4:14 PM

681 This film is based on real facts .each and every scene is real .it shows the suffering of
Kashmiri Hindus.

3/19/2022 4:14 PM

682 The Kashmir Files doesn't hate Muslims instead it tells people the real truth of Kashmiri
Hindus. If The Kashmir Files will be banned then why did Schindler's List didn't got banned
in 1985 is it just because it's 2022 whatever happened in 1989 in Kashmir one should forget
it.

3/19/2022 4:14 PM

683 We support The Kashmir Files movie ( based on genocide happened with my Kashmir
brothers & sisters

3/19/2022 4:13 PM

684 Very good movie, must watch. 3/19/2022 4:12 PM

685 The film is very true. There are 1000s of evidences to support it. Also the film clearly in one
scene says that all moderate Muslims who tried to help were also killed. This is about

3/19/2022 4:12 PM
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terrorism, a simple research on ground level can easily justify the move.. TRUTH MUST
COME OUT ABOUT THIS GENOCIDE. Those who are hiding this true event are in denial
mode. The victims are still alive ... let their voice come out. WORLD MUST KNOW THE
WORST FACE THAT TERRORISTS PLANNED on sovereign land of India.

686 It's truth. Don't hide it. 3/19/2022 4:11 PM

687 This movie is about truth, that need to show to the world. 3/19/2022 4:11 PM

688 The movie shows facts and is in no way intended on hurting sentiments of anyone.
Requesting you to please let the movie launch proceed

3/19/2022 4:11 PM

689 Please show the world what really happen, don't ban this film 3/19/2022 4:11 PM

690 The film doesn't raise any anti-Kashmiri sentiment, OTOH it give a peek into those real
Kashmiris who had to suffer violence for their identity. Truth has to be told. Truth will prevail.

3/19/2022 4:11 PM

691 Freedom of Expression is foundation of Democracy. One question, Would New Zealand ban
talking about Jew genocide also ?? If not then why ban Hindu Genocide...

3/19/2022 4:11 PM

692 The kashmir file is based on the genocide of Kashmiri Pandits during the Kashmir
Insurgency. whatThe Kashmir Files has done is that it has synchronised all the
conversations giving genocide apologists nowhere to run and laying their hypocrisy bare for
all to see

3/19/2022 4:09 PM

693 This movie is based on reality .. that had happened in 1990s era ... Must watch movie for
everyone

3/19/2022 4:09 PM

694 Let the whole world watch the massacre, genocide that Kashmiri Pandit faced from the
Islamist rebels

3/19/2022 4:09 PM

695 Islam has terrorized humans 3/19/2022 4:09 PM

696 Don’t stop screening of the film 3/19/2022 4:09 PM

697 Opportunity to know the truth should be provided to all no matter how inconvenient it may
be.

3/19/2022 4:08 PM

698 This film is truth not a film please understand And this is not a Politics Kashmir is always of
india

3/19/2022 4:08 PM

699 I am a victim of Kashmiri Pandit genocide that this movie is depicting truthfully. 3/19/2022 4:08 PM

700 There is nothing against Islam . Movie is based on real event genocide happened in 1990
with kashmiri pandits by redicle Islamists .

3/19/2022 4:08 PM

701 Right to Justice..I support The Kashmir Files 3/19/2022 4:08 PM

702 Kashmir files is a accurate representation of genocide happenned to Kashmiris 3/19/2022 4:08 PM

703 Let the world sees what happened with Kashmiri Pandit. 3/19/2022 4:07 PM

704 The whole movie word by word is sourced from videos and audios of what transpired in
Kashmir. The attempt to whitewash history by banning the film should be suppressed. New
Zealand should put their word where their mouth is and support Freedom of expression.

3/19/2022 4:07 PM

705 The kashmir file What The Kashmir Files has done is that it has synchronised all the
conversations giving genocide apologists nowhere to run and laying their hypocrisy bare for
all to see

3/19/2022 4:07 PM

706 This film need to be screened. It's not just the film, it's a movement now.. 3/19/2022 4:07 PM

707 If the is not allowed to screen In new Zealand then it's proved that new Zealand also
supporting genocide of hindus

3/19/2022 4:07 PM

708 This movie is about human tragedy and promotes humanity. NZ should not succumb to the
pressure of the radical elements trying hide and suppress the truth of genocide that took
place in 1990 in Kashmir valley. The victims have still not gotten justice. Through this
movie we only see the horrible pain they have endured during genocide and the rest of 32
years being gaslighted by state, media denying that such ghastly event ever took place.
Request NZ to uphold moral, liberal principles and let the people of NZ watch the tragedy
and pain that takes place when humanity dies.

3/19/2022 4:07 PM

709 Must show truth 3/19/2022 4:07 PM

710 Movie is best 3/19/2022 4:07 PM
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711 Right to Justise 3/19/2022 4:06 PM

712 Seeking support for victims of genocide #SupportFreedomOfExpression 3/19/2022 4:06 PM

713 I am from jammu and Kashmir and it is true story, so please show your solidarity towards
kashmiri pandits. This kashmiri pandit section are living as life of refugees in their own
country. In fact kashmiri pandit community is the original inhabitants of kashmir. If you are
thinking to ban this movie you become the partner in the genocide of kashmiri pandits.

3/19/2022 4:06 PM

714 Film should be released as each and every person holds a right to know the truth. 3/19/2022 4:06 PM

715 Jai hind ! 3/19/2022 4:06 PM

716 There is no hatred only truth . Running without communal tensions everywhere in the world
including neighbouring Australia

3/19/2022 4:06 PM

717 This film needs to be shown to the whole world. The truth needs to come out. 3/19/2022 4:05 PM

718 Heart wrenching depiction of the honest truth #thekashmirfiles 3/19/2022 4:05 PM

719 This is not movie but real history. 3/19/2022 4:05 PM

720 It's right to freedom of expression and must be protected. 3/19/2022 4:04 PM

721 The Kashmir Files shows the reality of Hindu genocide and any government trying to hide or
ban will be called holocaust enablers. It should be watched by all and then let the public
decide.

3/19/2022 4:04 PM

722 Any country watch this movie 3/19/2022 4:04 PM

723 Pls release The Kashmir Files in New Zealand 3/19/2022 4:04 PM

724 Truth should be banned by fringe elements. Everyone has right to know the truth. 3/19/2022 4:03 PM

725 Any attempt by New Zealand Authorities to prevent public screening of this movie will be a
blot on the Country which the citizens will live to regret in the future.

3/19/2022 4:03 PM

726 Whole world should watch this film. 3/19/2022 4:03 PM

727 Truth should be banned by fringe elements. Everyone has right to know the truth. 3/19/2022 4:03 PM

728 This should not be banned in all over world. 3/19/2022 4:03 PM

729 The show must go on.... 3/19/2022 4:03 PM

730 It's about genocide of Kashmiri Hindi Pandits which is a historical fact whic should be
acknowledged. This film shows transparent truth and will not escalate tensions between
communities

3/19/2022 4:03 PM

731 #righttojusticeforkashmirihindus 3/19/2022 4:03 PM

732 Please Release this movie in NZ. 3/19/2022 4:03 PM

733 Kashmir File is real story. 3/19/2022 4:02 PM

734 This movie is all about the one community forced out of the valley by Islamic terrorists. 3/19/2022 4:02 PM

735 Authority can never be the ultimate truth, Truth has to be the ultimate truth .This picture
depicts the truth of Kashmiri Hindu Genocide .When we say Nazis butchered the Jews, it
does not mean we hate the present generation of Germans. Similarly radical Muslims of
Kashmir butchered Hindus but it does not mean we hate Muslims. IT is the duty of
NewZealand Govt and Censor Board to not come under pressure of radicals and do what we
Hindus call Matsya-Nyaya i.e the Big fish will swallow the small fish. Let the Justice Prevail
and it is the ultimate message of the picture as well #RIght to Justice

3/19/2022 4:02 PM

736 Sorry 3/19/2022 4:02 PM

737 The movie is a genuine account of Genocide of Hindus who were subjected to extreme
murders , torture , rapes and mass migration. Any attempt by New Zealand Authorities to
prevent public screening of this movie will be a blot on the Country which the citizens will
live to regret in the future.

3/19/2022 4:02 PM

738 It is important for the world community to know the whole story of Kashmir. So far, the world
has known only one side of the coin. It is the first time through this movie that the atrocities
and crimes committed against the Kashmiri Hindu community have come to forth in such an
impactful manner. Every persecuted community has the right to tell their story so do the
Kashmiri Hindus. The movie is based on the testaments of the Kashmiri Hindus who are the
first hand victims of the genocide. Moreover, the makers have further cross verified the

3/19/2022 4:02 PM
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facts from administrative records, news pieces and several written accounts. The
allegations of Islamophobia is a far cry as the makers have only pointed out the problem of
islamic radicalism and terrorism rather than painting the whole Muslim community in one
colour. The makers have also made the same clear in some scenes. So I urge the
Newzealand Government to let the Kashmiri Hindu community to tell it's story. It will help
them get justice and closure.

739 As an Indian citizen I support the release of The Kashmir Files in New Zealand. All
democratic country or people who live in free world must see the movie. Truth cannot be
suppressed long. It will out one day. Please release The Kashmir Files in NewZealand.

3/19/2022 4:02 PM

740 Whoever opposes or suppresses the truth earns the black spot in history. A story that
exposes the heinous side of hatred based crime, teaching a lesson to others about coming
together and ensuring it does not occur, must be told. It's a story of terror, not a religion.

3/19/2022 4:02 PM

741 Everyone watch this film for the sake of humanity.... 3/19/2022 4:02 PM

742 Please support to release it's genuine move about the Kashmiri pandit genocide. 3/19/2022 4:02 PM

743 #TheKashmirFiles movie is based on true events and every scene in the movie is true &
depicts reality based on several documents & 700+ testimonials of first generation victims
of Kashmiri Hindus Genocide in 1990 due to terrorism. If New Zealand Govt. bans this
movie based on any false claims or narrative then it would mean that they are somewhat
supporting terrorism by suppressing the voices of victims. Did the NZ Govt does the same
with the movie Schneider's list, The Pianist etc based on Holocaust of Jews n 9/11 attack
on America by terrorists? If no, then why want to suppress the voice of victims now?

3/19/2022 4:01 PM

744 Release in nz please 3/19/2022 4:01 PM

745 This movie is revealing the naked truth to this world that what happened with Hindus of
Kashmir, how brutality was occurred and genocide was done of Kashmiri Hindus ....Rape,
murders, convertion to Islam was like every minute 100s in count.... please Govt of New
Zealand must support this film like Holocaust of jew

3/19/2022 4:01 PM

746 Legitimate movies depicting the plight and genocide of Kashmiri Hindus. This will unite
mankind

3/19/2022 4:00 PM

747 Its truth . 3/19/2022 3:59 PM

748 Need's to be go with the flow.. 3/19/2022 3:59 PM

749 Let the movie be released. It is surprising that such propoganda needs to be done for
showing the truth

3/19/2022 3:59 PM

750 Please don’t stop the truth. People should know what happened with Kashmiri Hindu. 3/19/2022 3:59 PM

751 Pls release the movie. 3/19/2022 3:58 PM

752 This movie is based on real story 3/19/2022 3:58 PM

753 This is not just a film but a reality 3/19/2022 3:58 PM

754 The is awesome movie 3/19/2022 3:58 PM

755 You won't dare to call the shindlers list an "germanphobic " film. Then why call Kashmir files
islamophobic ? Ever film maker has the right to speech . Movie is about countering
terrorism .

3/19/2022 3:58 PM

756 This is not a movie, its a documentary of a brutual genocide on our people. I, hereby, give
my consent to the appropriate authorities to by contacted in case of any scrutiny.

3/19/2022 3:58 PM

757 THE KASHMIR FILES IS A BRILLIANTLY MADE FILM ON TRUE EVENTS THAT MUST
BE TOLD AND VIEWED TO THE WORLD AUDIENCE.

3/19/2022 3:58 PM

758 Please let everyone watch this film. 3/19/2022 3:58 PM

759 DO NOT STOP THE SCREENING OF THIS IMPORTANT AND BEAUTIFUL MOVIE, THE
KASHMIR FILES. BY STOPPING THE SCREENING, ONE WOILD ONLY BE
SUPPORTING THE TERRORISTS.

3/19/2022 3:58 PM

760 If you ban a film then don't talk about democracy 3/19/2022 3:58 PM

761 Ok 3/19/2022 3:58 PM

762 A very painful episode which people had to bear for no fault of theirs was very conveniently
hidden from all of us, by the terrorists, politicians, media and such. The gruesome truth is
presented in this movie- it is very emotional for all humanity, and the Kashmiri pundits in

3/19/2022 3:57 PM
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particular. We must not obstruct the truth, let people know what happened. If any single
moment of the movie is fake, let the terrorists prove it and the makers of the movie can be
made accountable. Else the truth must not be obstructed, as who knows, one day some of
the survivors might even get justice 

763 Kashmir files is truth and truth can’t be hidden or suppressed 3/19/2022 3:57 PM

764 This Film should be shown To each person in the world because Each person in the world
need to know the Happenings / Truth . This Movie can Restore Peace in All corners of world
to different level. Thank You

3/19/2022 3:57 PM

765 Hinduphobic people trying to block this film and most important freedom of speech must be
prevail

3/19/2022 3:57 PM

766 It is a freedom of speech and media. It's choice of people whether to watch it or not. 3/19/2022 3:57 PM

767 We have trust over New Zealand authorities that they will deliver justice to this film. 3/19/2022 3:57 PM

768 #righttojustice #thekashmirfilesscreeninginnewzealand 3/19/2022 3:57 PM

769 #righttojustice 3/19/2022 3:57 PM

770 Truth should be unveiled 3/19/2022 3:57 PM

771 Please allow the release of film. It is based on true events 3/19/2022 3:57 PM

772 This Movie reveals the Truth of Genocide organised by Terrorists and do not blame any
Real-Religion or Community, hence it shd be released to watch everywhere. Request to NZ
Govt to supprt the truth.

3/19/2022 3:57 PM

773 Truth is shown and it exposes terrorism. 3/19/2022 3:56 PM

774 I request newzealand Govt. to raise voice of victims. It's been 30 years since a single films
release on this genocide. Some people want to extend this time way further. They made
India citizens fool 30 years don't let them do that to your people. We all reject the idea of
extremism and terrorism, so we should take one stap to counter it by spreading awareness
and truth.

3/19/2022 3:56 PM

775 Please let the world know the pain of kashmir pandits went through.. 3/19/2022 3:56 PM

776 Do not ban The Kashmir Files in the theatre 3/19/2022 3:56 PM

777 Historical film.. I support The kashmir files. 3/19/2022 3:56 PM

778 Respected Govt of NZ, I would request the New Zealand government not to suppress the
right to expression, the right to speak. The film is a mirror of the genocide, the horrific
incident, the injustice done to Kashmiri Hindus by terrorists. This is a fact-truth-real not a
story,no one has spoken on it yet. These Hindu families are still living in exile in the country
and abroad.

3/19/2022 3:56 PM

779 Please let the truth being shown. If the world could accept the Jews holocast then why not
the Kashmiri Hindus massacre!! The world needs to know the truth. As a human being and
as Indian i fully supports the film to be shown and it should reach to the entire world!! Jai
Hind

3/19/2022 3:55 PM

780 Its true history. 3/19/2022 3:55 PM

781 If you are afraid of truth, ban it!!! 3/19/2022 3:55 PM

782 Just like Jews Holocaust, Kashmir Genocide is true and the whole world should know the
actual story. If someone is stopping it from screening then , obviously they are afraid the
truth that was hidden for 32 years has come out with no alterations.

3/19/2022 3:55 PM

783 Not a movie, it's an emotion....please not ban it... 3/19/2022 3:55 PM

784 I cant fathom country like Newzeeland will bow down and supress the voices that were
tortured. People of Newzeeland deserve to know the facts and please deprive them from
knowing the history. This will be very wrong precedent being set here.

3/19/2022 3:54 PM

785 This is not movie... This is reality The Kashmir Files is educating and awaken people for
history of genocide of Kashmiri Pandits who are original Kashmiries.

3/19/2022 3:54 PM

786 Please don't be biased. I am sure New Zealand don't support genocide. Raise your voice
against genocide

3/19/2022 3:54 PM

787 All voices must be heard. Let people have the choice. 3/19/2022 3:54 PM
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788 This movie no where shows hate towards Muslims but only truth based on extensive
research. Though one can himself find many evidences on various platforms. If you have
ever screened Schindlers list , why not this movie.

3/19/2022 3:54 PM

789 This is fact based movie and 100% true. Whatever shown in the movie is just tip of the
iceberg

3/19/2022 3:54 PM

790 I cant fathom country like Newzeeland will bow down and supress the voices that were
tortured. People of Newzeeland deserve to know the facts and please deprive them from
knowing the history. This will be very wrong precedent being set here.

3/19/2022 3:54 PM

791 This is the story of genocide based on true events. 3/19/2022 3:54 PM

792 The world should know the genocide in kashmir and they should get justice and there is
nothing against community in this movie

3/19/2022 3:54 PM

793 This Kashmiri File is not a movie it is based on true atrocities were done by radical Islamic
terrorists in Kashmir on innocent Kashmiri Hindus. It was not only genocide, but it was a
systematic and planned massacre to erase the age-old rich Kashmiri culture of Kashmiri
Hindus and their history. As we know New Zealand is a secular country and the number of
Muslims in New Zealand, according to the 2018 census is 57,276, up 24% and if that 27%
forces you to change your secular nature then it is shameful and alarming. If you care for
human life we are requesting you to Watch the movie, then decide anything.

3/19/2022 3:53 PM

794 This movie should be watched to provide the Justice to the Kashmir pundits. It's a not a
movie but a story based on real incidents.

3/19/2022 3:53 PM

795 The Film #TheKashmirFiles is film based on genocide commited towards #Hindus
#KashmiriHindus by Pakistan sponsored jihad against non Muslims. This film should be
release and people should watch , what actual genocide and hatred means.

3/19/2022 3:53 PM

796 This is great film Based on only true events 3/19/2022 3:53 PM

797 Kashmir files is a world class movie 3/19/2022 3:53 PM

798 Willing 3/19/2022 3:53 PM

799 The kashmir file must be screening in Newzealand. I support the kashmir file movie. 3/19/2022 3:53 PM

800 Allow to screen Reality of Kashmiri pandita. 3/19/2022 3:53 PM

801 #Right to justice and #right to freedom of expression are two basis fundamental principles
one should have. The Kashmir files movie is a very creative way to depict the truth that has
once happened with a particular community, it's the pain that needs to be known by the
world. We can hope for justice only when the truth is known by all. Humble request from the
NZ govt to please not ban this movie just to satisfy the ego and hatred of one religion. Let
this movie run in theatres so that people will unite and also from the business perspective
it's a profitable deal.

3/19/2022 3:52 PM

802 The movie is showing reality of Hindu genocide in Kashmir 3/19/2022 3:52 PM

803 The heartwrenching story of the kashmiri hindus must be remembered. 3/19/2022 3:52 PM

804 It's not a movie, It's fact of kashmir pandit 3/19/2022 3:52 PM

805 The Kashmir File is based on Factual Truth it should be release and telling the truth about
Hindu Pandits Ganocide by terrorists.

3/19/2022 3:52 PM

806 This film must be watched by everyone irrespective of religion to understand what happens
when humanity is lost due to radicalization.

3/19/2022 3:52 PM

807 Those who don't want to see the don't see. Simple. But the movie is based on true incidents
and you can't deny the truth from people.

3/19/2022 3:52 PM

808 Satya mev jayate - Truth always Triumphs 3/19/2022 3:52 PM

809 It is the truth which world needs to know and bring justice to Kashmiri Hindus 3/19/2022 3:52 PM

810 This movie is a real story about the atrocities faced by us in our own country because of
radicalised islamic terrorism . It's a true story of genocide. Let the truth be out....

3/19/2022 3:52 PM

811 Right to justice 3/19/2022 3:52 PM

812 This movies shows that bitter truth that happened in 1990. Terrorists group did ethnic
cleansing of native hindus. Those supporting the ban of this movie are the same people who
often raise slogans of freedom-of-speech, but cant tolerate a movie showing genocide of

3/19/2022 3:51 PM
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kashmiri-hindus becauese it exposes their propaganda. I request authorities, please go
ahead and release the movie and dont fall for this. Thank you 

813 The film must not be banned anywhere. 3/19/2022 3:51 PM

814 True story of genocide 3/19/2022 3:51 PM

815 #Righttojustice 3/19/2022 3:51 PM

816 Right To Justice 3/19/2022 3:51 PM

817 The kashmir files is actually truth of India 3/19/2022 3:51 PM

818 These Muslims are the WORST creatures on Earth 3/19/2022 3:51 PM

819 This is pain of kashmir ..genocide. Truth hidden for 30 years. This should be screened
across the world

3/19/2022 3:50 PM

820 This film is one of last voicebofbinn9cent kashmiri killed in 1990 genocide please support
them

3/19/2022 3:50 PM

821 This film brought strength and zeal within the Kashmir Pandit community. We have
witnessed this. All we can see is only positivity through this movie.

3/19/2022 3:50 PM

822 Please release the kasmir files.........this film based on true story ......hindu genocide in
kasmir in 1990

3/19/2022 3:50 PM

823 This movie is not for communal hatred.. it is just to admit some facts and genocide that
happened in 1990's ... Truth can be bitter but it must be told..not for disharmony but for self
realisation.

3/19/2022 3:50 PM

824 This is my story. 3/19/2022 3:50 PM

825 Why are ban this movie It's not a movie It's fact History of kashmir pandit 3/19/2022 3:50 PM

826 If NZ is a secular country they should not have any objection to screen the film. 3/19/2022 3:50 PM

827 Show must go on 3/19/2022 3:50 PM

828 #justiceforkashmir 100% true story 3/19/2022 3:50 PM

829 #RightToJustice #FCKmuslims #FCKislam 3/19/2022 3:50 PM

830 I am a Genocide survivor myself, victim , this is the most authentic description of event. 3/19/2022 3:50 PM

831 The Kashmir Files is a true depiction of Genocide of Hindu Kashmiri pandits in 1990's. This
should be seen by everyone to understand how Islamist terrorism performed ethnic
cleansing of a peaceful Hindu community in valley. Don't ban this movie anywhere infact
promote this so everyone will know the truth.

3/19/2022 3:50 PM

832 Denial of voice to the truth is not fair. 3/19/2022 3:50 PM

833 This film based on real and true events... This struggle should be supported .... Let this
document be reached to viewers and they decide..

3/19/2022 3:50 PM

834 Please show this movie bcz it shows without harmony this results will be tarrific ,also
shows a genocide happened against peaceful community and every one want to criticized it

3/19/2022 3:49 PM

835 Truth should not be hidden 3/19/2022 3:49 PM

836 Let’s hear victims. 3/19/2022 3:49 PM

837 I request you to please watch the movie first & Judge on your own. This Movie is all about
the truth & pain, there is no hidden agenda about any community. Please allow this movie in
theatres.

3/19/2022 3:49 PM

838 The movie depicts 100% truth of what my community members went through. There is no
attack on Muslim but oppression on islamic terrorist on Kashmiri pandits

3/19/2022 3:49 PM

839 The Movie is based on facts only. This is a feature film of real stories. This are real people
and this has to be shown in the world.

3/19/2022 3:49 PM

840 Let the truth come out It doesn’t mean the entire community is responsible 3/19/2022 3:49 PM

841 This movie shows the harsh truth of radical Islamist and biased media 3/19/2022 3:49 PM

842 Please show the kasmir file movie in new zealand 3/19/2022 3:49 PM

843 The film is very good and shows the history but not harmful to anyone. 3/19/2022 3:48 PM
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844 Hindus too have human rights. Kashmiri Hindus are suffering from terrorism from past 3
decades. This film shows their pain and truth.

3/19/2022 3:48 PM

845 this film is based on real genocide of kashmiri hindu , islamic terrorist and their supporters
kill and raped thousands of hindu women and girls , let know the world what happens in
kashmir in 1990 , islamic terrorist dont want world to know what they did with hindus in
kashir dont ban this movie , world wild people watching

3/19/2022 3:48 PM

846 Please allow the movie 3/19/2022 3:48 PM

847 It should be released everywhere and should be know about Muslim PPL how they are cruel
and dirty

3/19/2022 3:48 PM

848 It's an experience in itself. 3/19/2022 3:48 PM

849 This movie is based on true events and documented facts. Denial to truth and denial of
genocide is a crime.

3/19/2022 3:48 PM

850 The Kashmir Files movie is truth about Kasmiri pandit. It's about genocide of kasmiri pandit
from Kashmir. There is no false news in movie and it's ok to be watch in theatre.

3/19/2022 3:48 PM

851 I support Kashmir files 3/19/2022 3:48 PM

852 This movie is depicting the truth of the victims of genocide which was deliberately being
hidden for more than 3 decades .Its time for everybody to know the truth and do justice

3/19/2022 3:47 PM

853 This film is facts about the genocide 3/19/2022 3:47 PM

854 This is based on true story and should be shown all over world. 3/19/2022 3:47 PM

855 The movie is based on truth and facts, please display this genocide so that people get
aware of this.

3/19/2022 3:47 PM

856 World should know the reality of Kashmiri Pandit. World should know the final outcome of
giving favor to one religion and outcome.

3/19/2022 3:47 PM

857 This movie is next level , each people of this worls should watch this movie , What incident
happened in kashmir in 1990 , Please guys watch this movie and support this movie

3/19/2022 3:47 PM

858 Right to justic 3/19/2022 3:47 PM

859 This movie is based on real events. It's showing unfortunate events as it happened in India.
Banning this movie is great injustice to victims of this tragedy.

3/19/2022 3:47 PM

860 This film doesn't have anything against Islam or Muslims. It just tells about what happened
to Kasmiri pandits back in 1990.

3/19/2022 3:47 PM

861 We demand right to justice for all persecuted communities of the world 3/19/2022 3:47 PM

862 The world should know about Kashmiri Pandit. Not only they but also we Bengali Hindus are
criticized by radicals people. In 1947 they killed a lot of Hindu people at Naokhali,
Bangladesh. Also, they converted our people to Muslims. I am requesting to the authority
please release The Kashmir Files movie into your country.

3/19/2022 3:47 PM

863 Truth needs to seen. People should know about the genocide of minorities 3/19/2022 3:47 PM

864 Please support this movie as it shows the true about the Genocide of Kashmiri
Pandits/Hindus happened in Kashmir in 1990.

3/19/2022 3:46 PM

865 Irony is: Neighbours tricking Girja Tickoo to come back to collect salary is 'Bhaichara'
Colleague then raping her in car is 'Azaadi' Everyone then cutting her into half using a Saw
is 'Kashmiriat' & Film telling the story of innocent Hindu Girja Tickoo is 'hate'

3/19/2022 3:46 PM

866 See guys in the movie it self there is a line in which the protagonist says that the moderate
Muslims were also killed and in this movie there is no such Islamophobia and in India it is
celebrated and the muslims are also accepting it if the Indian muslim aren't having a
Problem then why the muslim community of NZ is having a problem they don't even know
what happened here so I hereby request that The Movie should be released smoothly  Jai
Hind 

3/19/2022 3:46 PM

867 This movie just showed the real incidents happened in Kashmir, and based on true, real
events.

3/19/2022 3:46 PM

868 Everyone must watch this movie to fill the pain of Kashmiri Hindus who were forced to leave
their native land kashmir and genocide by religious terrorist.

3/19/2022 3:46 PM

869 Pls allow it public call they wants to see or not 3/19/2022 3:46 PM
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870 Freedom of expression to show the movie 3/19/2022 3:46 PM

871 This film just depicts the truth and pain of Kashmiri Hindus. If films on jews can be made
why not The Kashmir files?

3/19/2022 3:46 PM

872 Banning this film is like saying any film on holocaust led to hate against Germans. But
atleast Holocaust is known throughout the world but what happened with Kashmiri pandits is
still unknown to many so by stopping this you are defying the truth

3/19/2022 3:46 PM

873 It must be screened 3/19/2022 3:46 PM

874 See guys in the movie it self there is a line in which the protagonist says that the moderate
Muslims were also killed and in this movie there is no such Islamophobia and in India it is
celebrated and the muslims are also accepting it if the Indian muslim aren't having a
Problem then why the muslim community of NZ is having a problem they don't even know
what happened here so I hereby request that The Movie should be released smoothly  Jai
Hind 

3/19/2022 3:46 PM

875 This does disturb communal harmony it simply tells the truth based on real facts which
can’t be challenged

3/19/2022 3:46 PM

876 It'd be the third order genocide of Kashmiri Hindus to ban this film which is suffocating the
voice of their human pain, followed by the 1st genocide with actual physical violence and
2nd one when they were gas lit for 30 years and made to live like refugees within their own
country.

3/19/2022 3:46 PM

877 Truth must not be suppressed 3/19/2022 3:46 PM

878 It should release 3/19/2022 3:46 PM

879 No 3/19/2022 3:46 PM

880 There is nothing against Muslims in this movie, film is based on a true incident and facts
happened in 1990.

3/19/2022 3:45 PM

881 Thank you, Mr. Vivek Ranjan Agnihotri you have made the whole world stand in front of a
brutal truth.

3/19/2022 3:45 PM

882 This film showcases truth and opposing it woul be opposing truth. 3/19/2022 3:45 PM

883 Everything in the movie is based on facts. When movies like Schindler's List based on a
similar genocide event in the past can be winner of 7 Oscar Awards then why stop this truth
to come out?

3/19/2022 3:45 PM

884 Stand united against the oppressors. 3/19/2022 3:45 PM

885 This is great movie to realise the pain of kashmiri hindu community . 3/19/2022 3:45 PM

886 Request the screening of The Kashmir Files in New Zealand 3/19/2022 3:45 PM

887 It's great Movie with facts 3/19/2022 3:45 PM

888 I support Kasmir files Freedom of expression of the filmmaker 3/19/2022 3:45 PM

889 This movie is based on 700days and 4000 hours of research by filmmakers. Not allowing
this film is as Nazism as killing the hope of justice to ethnic cleansing of kashmiri
Hindus.We hope New Zealand stands for democratic values and against terrorism

3/19/2022 3:45 PM

890 Please do not ban this movie. This movie reflects the truth. It shows how radical Islamists
killled kashmiri hindus in the name of religion

3/19/2022 3:44 PM

891 The Kashmir Files tells the truth of the harsh realities the Kashmiri Hindus faced. They
burried the genocide then, and are trying to bury it now because it would show their ugly
face. But the world must know the truth.

3/19/2022 3:44 PM

892 It’s the film to share grief of Kashmiri pandits genocide and say sorry to them. It’s for
humanity just like Shindlers list.

3/19/2022 3:44 PM

893 This movie shows the truth as it is backed by research how,this is a recorded history whose
truth has to be told to the world

3/19/2022 3:44 PM

894 This is must watch movie 3/19/2022 3:44 PM

895 this movie is based on reality not for spreading hatred towards any of others areas 3/19/2022 3:44 PM

896 Please release in new Zealand. 3/19/2022 3:44 PM
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897 A movie which reveals the KP Hindu Genocide. 3/19/2022 3:44 PM

898 I am victim myself. My community has been thrashed and it was real genocide. 99.9
percent of my community left the valley in 1990 forced directly by majority population of
Kashmir. It is my story. It is my community story. Every single shot of this movie is real.

3/19/2022 3:44 PM

899 Freedom of speech can't be restricted to favour some community 3/19/2022 3:44 PM

900 Kindly release the film in whole new Zealand. It's a humble request 3/19/2022 3:44 PM

901 Movie is all about truth 3/19/2022 3:44 PM

902 It is the truth of Kashmir hindus please let it reach to the world we are already 32 years late
please let the world know of their sufferings

3/19/2022 3:44 PM

903 I am 2nd generation descendant of Hindu refugee from Lahore. My ancestors have suffered
similar fate like our kashmiri brothers did.

3/19/2022 3:43 PM

904 This is a documentary not just a film. Not letting this film in theatres in NZ shows that
Muslims are far away from the truth. They don't want to accept that they have brought blood
and violence into this world.

3/19/2022 3:43 PM

905 Movie includes just historical truths, we can correct the mistakes only when accept there
was a mistake happened in 1990 in Kashmir. This movie is all about that.

3/19/2022 3:43 PM

906 Kashmir files is based on true facts. It has got certificate of approval in India by censor
board of India. Infact it is appreciated by so many legislators world wide.

3/19/2022 3:43 PM

907 The film is based on true events happend and even happening in India by these islamic
terrorists. So plz don’t stop the screening

3/19/2022 3:43 PM

908 The movie is important for the facts to come out. It is important that Indian across the world
know what has happened historically. Please let this movie screen.

3/19/2022 3:43 PM

909 If you want to know the History, you should watch it. 3/19/2022 3:43 PM

910 I personally seen the movies. its not against Muslim, its again terrorism. This is truth
revealed on facts.

3/19/2022 3:43 PM

911 The Kashmir Files is the masterpiece by Vivek Agnihotri based on true events. The film
showcases genocide of Kashmiri hindus.

3/19/2022 3:43 PM

912 This real life story needs to be told to all. 3/19/2022 3:43 PM

913 Real history won't forgetable. If yesterday happen with kashmiri hindu than today it can
happen to anybody. Be active and start fight against jihadi force may be ISIS Or JKLF Or
Islamic terrorists.

3/19/2022 3:43 PM

914 Film has truth truth and truth only 3/19/2022 3:43 PM

915 This film is true story that has been suppressed from decades. 3/19/2022 3:43 PM

916 This movie should be released and truth should be shown to the public 3/19/2022 3:43 PM

917 It’s the story of how a Indian community was made a refugee in India itself by some militant
groups sponsored by neighbouring country. Victim families have also said that things shown
in film are not even 30% brutal of what actually happened In valley in 1990s. I agree that
story can have two sides but world needs to hear this side of story which was whitewashed
for last three decades. Thank you.

3/19/2022 3:43 PM

918 Truth is to be acknowledged and accepted. That is the basic tenet of democratic system
and not pressure politics.

3/19/2022 3:43 PM

919 The Kashmir Files captures a violent event in Indian history caused by extremist Islamism.
Kashmir has since been misrepresented as a Muslim majority state by left leaning media
and academia since, with out mention of the its Hindu past. It is not Islamophobia to talk
about human rights violations perpetrated in the name of Islam. In fact, by attempting to ban
the film, Muslims and others who have nothing to do with the guilty group are now aligning
themselves and becoming complicit. New Zealand is a democracy and the democracy
should respect free speech.

3/19/2022 3:42 PM

920 There should not ne any hindrance in screening of the kashmir files 3/19/2022 3:42 PM

921 Screening the truth doesn't mean you spreading the hate but banning the truth is not
freedom of speech or expression.

3/19/2022 3:42 PM

922 This movie is based on true story and everyone must watch and understand the actual as 3/19/2022 3:42 PM
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history

923 This movie is based on the true stories of atrocities and the genocide of Hindus from
Kashmir, India which deserve to reach every human being on the earth. thank you..!!

3/19/2022 3:42 PM

924 Everyone should be aware of this real life story. 3/19/2022 3:42 PM

925 Film The Kashmir file is based on a true story, and it should be shown to the world. We
support the screening of TKF to the world .

3/19/2022 3:42 PM

926 Can't wait to watch the movie in NZ 3/19/2022 3:42 PM

927 This movie needs to be watch by entire population on earth 3/19/2022 3:42 PM

928 This film must be shown in all part of the world , they must know in the history of human
genocide took place on the basis of religion in their own country .

3/19/2022 3:42 PM

929 No need to Hide the Truth. Truth takes time but world needs to know the barbaric and
horrific facts about Kashmiri Hindu Pandits that they faced in January 1990 sponsored by
JKLF terrorist backed by ISI (Pakistan).

3/19/2022 3:41 PM

930 People should know the truth. 3/19/2022 3:41 PM

931 People need to know what happened so that we learn from our past 3/19/2022 3:41 PM

932 It's a brilliant work of art that needs to be watched to understand what those people gone
through and it's a brilliant movie by artistic perspective.

3/19/2022 3:41 PM

933 This film shows truth of kashmir and also all world people be aware by islamic terror 3/19/2022 3:41 PM

934 This movie is based on the truths. Every scene of this movie is factual. 3/19/2022 3:41 PM

935 Kashmir Files shows raw truth and it's quite natural that truth will rattle the sympathizers of
perpetrators..

3/19/2022 3:41 PM

936 Truth must be seen by everyone 3/19/2022 3:40 PM

937 Kindly allow screening of this file as it’s a reality and truth of event happened. Not showing
the history is not the solution. Learning from history is the solution.

3/19/2022 3:40 PM

938 Its a very important peice of work that director has done to showcase the plight of kashmiri
hindus which has been suppressed since ages not just by 32 years. The character of the
community should be praised and shown world wide that after so much of persecution they
never become voilent and outshined others in every field they go. It is much worse than
holocaust.

3/19/2022 3:40 PM

939 These muslims are the most inferior beings on this planet do no take them seriously 3/19/2022 3:40 PM

940 #foe #aotearoa 3/19/2022 3:40 PM

941 It is a amazing movie showing genocide of kashmiri pandits in 1990. It is purely based on
true events and is a must watch.

3/19/2022 3:40 PM

942 The kashmir does not shows any hate against islam its just shows pain of Kashmiri pandit 3/19/2022 3:40 PM

943 We support #kashmirFiles 3/19/2022 3:39 PM

944 This is not a movie it is a movement. Everyone has the right to know truth. Indians are
everywhere in the world. No country should ban this movie.

3/19/2022 3:39 PM

945 All time greatest movie 3/19/2022 3:39 PM

946 It's a good movie. 3/19/2022 3:39 PM

947 The whole world has to show the Kashmir file.. 3/19/2022 3:39 PM

948 This movie depicts truth, and if someone have other truth let that also come in the form of
another movie.

3/19/2022 3:39 PM

949 plz show this movie, 100% truth 3/19/2022 3:39 PM

950 May Truth prevails.. 3/19/2022 3:39 PM

951 this film is fully based on true incidents, please don't kill the voice of truth... 3/19/2022 3:39 PM

952 I watched the movie myself and it’s harmless. Nobody should be stopped from watching the
film, it’s a must watch for the world.

3/19/2022 3:39 PM

953 New Zealand government. Please screen “The Kashmir files “ movie in all city theaters. 3/19/2022 3:39 PM
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954 U support The Kashmir Files 3/19/2022 3:39 PM

955 The Kashmir Files Movie is completely based on historical facts . World must know this
truth . Everyone must watch this movie .

3/19/2022 3:39 PM

956 The film is based on real events which took place in the 1990s in Kashmir, India. Showing
perpetrators of ethnic cleansing is not spreading hatred but making people aware of historic
events which everyone should be ashamed of. That it took 30 plus years for the world to
know this should be a matter of greater shame. Does showing a movie on the Holocaust
spread hatred? This is the holocaust of Kashmiri Pandits . I urge the competent authorities
to strike down any ill intentioned moves to censor this movie and the government of New
Zealand to screen this movie and stand up for the freedom of speech and expression of the
hundreds of thousands of Kashmiri Pandits who were ethnically cleansed from the Kashmir
Valley in India.

3/19/2022 3:38 PM

957 It should be release all over the world what hindus suffer in his oen country nd whole world
is on denial mode

3/19/2022 3:38 PM

958 Banning this movie is equivalent of denying holocaust and voice to victims 3/19/2022 3:38 PM

959 Kashmir files is fabulous 3/19/2022 3:38 PM

960 The Kashmir files is a screen depiction of kashmiri hindu genocide like Schindler's list was
of Jews genocide

3/19/2022 3:38 PM

961 Kashmir files is a realistic movie 3/19/2022 3:38 PM

962 This is a true story of genocide. People generally are sensible in NZ to understand the truth
sensibly . Please do not undermine the sensibility of your citizens in general.

3/19/2022 3:38 PM

963 This a movie based on true facts... My request to NZ , it is must watch movie so that NZ
people understand what exactly happened in Kashmir 

3/19/2022 3:38 PM

964 Please allow this movie it is 100 percentage accurate movie based on historical facts 3/19/2022 3:38 PM

965 This film is a realty. Based on facts. Why supress this great movie. 3/19/2022 3:38 PM

966 its about terrorism not any particular religion. 3/19/2022 3:38 PM

967 Plz watching the Kashmir files this is realty Base movie watch and sport thanks 3/19/2022 3:38 PM

968 The film is based on true documents files or cases. An entire community was genocides
from their homeland . The perpetrators were Muslims that doesn’t mean that reality is
offensive. The Hindus have a right to Remember atrocities on them just like the Jewish
holocaust.

3/19/2022 3:37 PM

969 One cannot say that showing Schindler's List will perpetuate German-o-phobia. Similarly,
one cannot say that showing The Kashmir Files will perpetuate Islamophobia. Truth is Truth,
and must be delivered unfiltered.

3/19/2022 3:37 PM

970 The incidents are well documented and people have right to know the truth 3/19/2022 3:37 PM

971 This is a true story based on facts .This creates awareness towards a community whose
struggles have been hidden from32 years .

3/19/2022 3:37 PM

972 Schindler's list is not banned in Germany then why The Kashmir files is banned? 3/19/2022 3:37 PM

973 Don't let radical Islamists suppress voice of genocide victim 3/19/2022 3:37 PM

974 This is Movie is reality and it should not be banned. 3/19/2022 3:37 PM

975 Denying audience to this film is akin to denial of Holocaust which in fact is a crime in many
countries. All the incidents shown in the movie have actually happened and been
documented in the past as well. The survivor of the genocide are there to tell the story and
they are coming forward to testify it. These people were victim of a bigger crime called
victim shaming and never got an opportunity to open their hearts. Do not deny them this
opportunity.

3/19/2022 3:37 PM

976 The film shows the truth. Every scene and every didligue in the movie is based on true
incidents. The victims of this genocide/ ethnic cleaning are still alive to tell their stories.
This is their guest step to justice. The system has failed them for 32 years. Let us at lease
hear them out.

3/19/2022 3:37 PM

977 I am a NZ citizen 3/19/2022 3:37 PM

978 New Zealand should encourage freedom of expression. 3/19/2022 3:36 PM
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979 Give Permission To Display This Movie. Which Is Fact & showing face of Genocide, terrors,
rapes, Killing etc

3/19/2022 3:36 PM

980 I watched kashmir files two times its based on truth you check them through AP Wikipedia
or any news channels in india for same

3/19/2022 3:36 PM

981 I am Kashmiri Pandit & has suffered in 1990 - the movies states FACTS 3/19/2022 3:36 PM

982 #TheKashmirFiles is a truth, can't say it a movie Only, Now beyond fear, even Kashmiri
Muslims are admitting that genocide happened with #KashmiriHindus, but they didn't speak
till date due to terrorist's fear...

3/19/2022 3:36 PM

983 Right to Truth Right to Justice If we can’t give above the minimum we can do is respect the
pain and suffering of Kashmiri Hindu’s.

3/19/2022 3:36 PM

984 The world deserves to know the truth about Kashmiri Pandits 3/19/2022 3:36 PM

985 It's a great movie. It shows bit by bit truth! 3/19/2022 3:36 PM

986 KASHMIR FILE IS A GOOD MUVIE 3/19/2022 3:36 PM

987 please show the truth to the public 3/19/2022 3:36 PM

988 Please allow this movie. 3/19/2022 3:36 PM

989 It is truth and it should be seen by all people considering right to know truth of genoside of
Kashmir Pandit

3/19/2022 3:36 PM

990 Everyone who loves humanity please watch the movie "The Kashmir Files". It's based on
reality of what happened in Kashmir with innocent kashmiri Hindus.

3/19/2022 3:36 PM

991 The Kashmir Files showed the real history that happened in kashmir in 1990 and banning a
movie will be murder of freedom to justice and freedom to voice

3/19/2022 3:36 PM

992 It is a truth that has to be told , and everyone should support the kashmiri pandits, they are
waiting for 32 years for there #RightToJustice .

3/19/2022 3:35 PM

993 This movie needs to be seen by every individual. It debunks the propoganda about Kashmir
and shows you the truth of Hindu Genocide in Kashmir. If the Genocide of Jews by Hitler
was wrong and needed to be known, the world governments need to accept that the
Kashmiri Hindus Genocide is also deserves the same recognition. Therefore, it must not be
banned.

3/19/2022 3:35 PM

994 NA 3/19/2022 3:35 PM

995 It's like banning schlinders list .... Everything shown in the film is factually correct 3/19/2022 3:35 PM

996 Release this film the Kashmir files in theater, bcoz this is genoside on Hindu in Jammu
Kashmir by Muslim terrorists and muslim community, same genoside happened by nachi on
jews

3/19/2022 3:35 PM

997 Its a real story based on facts so it should be released without any delay. 3/19/2022 3:35 PM

998 Every Person deserves to know the truth..... 3/19/2022 3:35 PM

999 I am a NZ permanent resident. 3/19/2022 3:35 PM

1000 It's a true story of hi du genocide in kashmir 3/19/2022 3:35 PM

1001 #thekashmir 3/19/2022 3:35 PM

1002 There is nothing wrong in showing the truth. One should have guts to face the truth. 3/19/2022 3:35 PM

1003 It is important for the victims to have agencies to be able to have some sort of closure from
this traumatic experience. To be able to tell about your suffering and have someone
acknowledge them is a huge step in that.

3/19/2022 3:35 PM

1004 It's the truth, so nobody should have any problem. 3/19/2022 3:35 PM

1005 Promote Freedom of Expression. Don't surrender your democracy to Islamists. 3/19/2022 3:35 PM

1006 Kashmir Files is first movie in the history of cinema to truly acknowledge the pain of
Kashmiri Hindus

3/19/2022 3:35 PM

1007 #kashmirfiles is the real fact of genocide, rape and killings of Pakistan sponsored Islamic
Terrorists in Kashmir, India. Radical Muslims are protesting against movie because they
anyhow want to suppress the truth. I request New Zealand  government please don’t stop

3/19/2022 3:35 PM
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the screening! It’s a message not only for Indians but for whole world. Watch this movie for
future.

1008 Aa film is based on true incident, this film made on Genocide of Kashmiri Pandits in 1990
can only hurt Islamic terrorists.

3/19/2022 3:35 PM

1009 it is just terror planing to stop kashmir files, because the kashmir files is showing the truth
of terrorism

3/19/2022 3:35 PM

1010 Every person on earth need to watch this film 3/19/2022 3:35 PM

1011 This movie tells facts based story of Kashmiri Hindus genocide, just like genocide of Jews
by Hitler. This movie is not against any community or religion.

3/19/2022 3:35 PM

1012 A truth, however bitter it may be, should be brought forward, the movie does not spread
hatred about any religion, it only shows what happens to humans when there is no humanity
left.

3/19/2022 3:34 PM

1013 The film does not instigate any hate 3/19/2022 3:34 PM

1014 Demand Justice for innocent Hindu victims of Islamic Jihad. 3/19/2022 3:34 PM

1015 Please, let justice prevail 3/19/2022 3:34 PM

1016 Freedom of expression and voice to a genocide and ethnic cleansing must be heard. Watch
the movie and then say it’s not good but let it be out.

3/19/2022 3:34 PM

1017 This movie is eye opener against terrorist community. We must see this to think action plan
for this type problem do not takes place in newzeland

3/19/2022 3:34 PM

1018 It's our truth don't Stop 3/19/2022 3:34 PM

1019 Please don't ban Kashmir files.It is based on true event. 3/19/2022 3:34 PM

1020 There is nothing in the movie which incite violence or Hatred. 3/19/2022 3:34 PM

1021 Please sympthy with kashmir pandits 3/19/2022 3:34 PM

1022 This movie is totally based on true story 3/19/2022 3:34 PM

1023 Don't ban 3/19/2022 3:34 PM

1024 Kashmir files is not a movie its a true story of Kashmiri Pandits who are suffering from last
32 years but justice still no served, Pain have no religion so please at least acknowledge
their pain & don't ban Kashmir files

3/19/2022 3:34 PM

1025 It's a true story happened with kashmiri pandits. It's nothing related to hate for someone.
Everyone one should know what had happened in past in Kashmir. Because of few people it
should not get halted.

3/19/2022 3:34 PM

1026 #TheKashmirFiles Must watch Brilliant movie 3/19/2022 3:34 PM

1027 I support Kashmir Files 3/19/2022 3:34 PM

1028 Release the movie without any further prejudice. 3/19/2022 3:34 PM

1029 It must be classified under freedom of expression. 3/19/2022 3:34 PM

1030 TKF movie is based on real incident of mass killings of kashmiri pandits and forced exodus
in their on country.

3/19/2022 3:34 PM

1031 The movie is superb and the world is suffering from radical islam and terrorism. We must
watch this movie in order to know your past and have a better future

3/19/2022 3:34 PM

1032 I support The Kashmir Files 3/19/2022 3:33 PM

1033 The movie is based on true events and has nothing to do with Islamophobia 3/19/2022 3:33 PM

1034 This film is based on a true genocide happened to the Kashmiri Hindus. It is a very
important film for the modern day times and should not be disturbed anywhere in the world.
It promotes right to justice.

3/19/2022 3:33 PM

1035 Truth needs to be present 3/19/2022 3:33 PM

1036 There is nothing communal in the movie, it is based on the fact. 3/19/2022 3:33 PM

1037 There is no fiction in this movie and everything is backed by 100% truth. It can be
seperately verified with the makers. Every scene incident is real life incident recreated for
screen.

3/19/2022 3:33 PM
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1038 Its totally truth based movie plz show it its same as holocaust 3/19/2022 3:33 PM

1039 It’s a beautiful movie and is already running successfully across the globe. It should be
watched by masses.

3/19/2022 3:33 PM

1040 The Kashmir Files is only based on reality and documented facts. Everyone in the world
should watch it.

3/19/2022 3:33 PM

1041 If Schindler list is shown with great admiration then the Kashmir file shows the pain of
Kashmiri Hindus. Please let justice prevail. Stand up for truth.

3/19/2022 3:33 PM

1042 Truth is Truth only... 3/19/2022 3:33 PM

1043 Right to justice 3/19/2022 3:33 PM

1044 Not allowing this motion picture it's rightful release will be a blot on civil liberty. The movie
has cleared a fair classification (censorship) process. Now pandering to some miniscule
fringe view (who haven't seen the movie) and withdrawing the movie is not tenable under
any reasonable legal principles.

3/19/2022 3:33 PM

1045 The Kashmir Files is only based on reality and documented facts. Everyone in the world
should watch it.

3/19/2022 3:33 PM

1046 Please support 3/19/2022 3:33 PM

1047 This movie is a must watch for every individual. 3/19/2022 3:33 PM

1048 Truth must be heard, don't give into pressure from a community and let freedom of
expression be given to all, if you succumb to them, they will bring you on your knees
hereafter

3/19/2022 3:32 PM

1049 It's the real events which happened with Kashmiri Hindus in 1990 and haven't got the justice
yet

3/19/2022 3:32 PM

1050 The truth should prevail. My beliefs on the democratic principles of new Zealand are intact. 3/19/2022 3:32 PM

1051 Hindus lives matter. 3/19/2022 3:32 PM

1052 Screening must happen. Its a documentary, how can someone ban it. 3/19/2022 3:32 PM

1053 KASHMIR FILES DESERVES TO TELL THE PEOPLE OF THE TRUTH ABOUT THE
GENOCIDE HAPPENED IN THE VALLEY. IT IS SIMILAR TO SPIELBERG'S
"SCHINDLER'S LIST"

3/19/2022 3:32 PM

1054 Movie should be released in New Zealand, make sure every citizen to watch, it will he in
saving future

3/19/2022 3:32 PM

1055 Depicting the truth if the genocide which was hidden for so long cannot be termed as
Islamophobia. Every story needs to be told. Justice must be delivered to the victims. This
movie is the voice of those victims which needs to be heard.

3/19/2022 3:32 PM

1056 There is no hate instigation in this movie. Any attempt to show the truth of Kafir hate or
recommendations to genocide in the Quran and islamic texts or any genuine criticism of
Political Islam is shut down by terming it Islamophobia.

3/19/2022 3:32 PM

1057 It's based on true stories was hidden by media and politicians. it was direct attack on
Peaceful community called Hindu

3/19/2022 3:32 PM

1058 Truth cant be suppress . Depiction in film is reality 3/19/2022 3:32 PM

1059 This movie shows reality 3/19/2022 3:32 PM

1060 Please  release in newzealand 3/19/2022 3:32 PM

1061 The bitter truth must be shown to each and every human being 3/19/2022 3:32 PM

1062 This film is based on a true event. 3/19/2022 3:32 PM

1063 It does not hurt any religious sentiments 3/19/2022 3:32 PM

1064 Everyone should watch this movie. 3/19/2022 3:32 PM

1065 The Kasmir Files is not just a movie, its a truth which was hiding from 30 years. And no one
discuss it at public domain.

3/19/2022 3:31 PM

1066 Don't curb FoE. Certainly not when genocide is being exposed after 32 years. 3/19/2022 3:31 PM

1067 There’s nothing but the truth in this film! 3/19/2022 3:31 PM
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1068 This film is based on research. Everything shown in this film is true and is based on events
happened in real life.

3/19/2022 3:31 PM

1069 Please let this movie run to showcase the reality. It just showcases the truth. No religious
problem will take place

3/19/2022 3:31 PM

1070 Don't stop this movie. We all should encourage it for the sake of humanity 3/19/2022 3:31 PM

1071 This film is justice to Those Victims. World should talk about them after 32 years. 3/19/2022 3:30 PM

1072 The film is about telling the forgotten truth and facts that were never heard. No hate, simply
facts

3/19/2022 3:30 PM

1073 Great & right movie 3/19/2022 3:30 PM

1074 #TheKashmirFiles This is not a movie, this is a truth, this is a truth of the people of
Kashmir, as if not heard, this movie should be seen by every Indian, every youth should see
it parents, brothers and sisters, brothers, Sakha, Guru Shishya Ab,

3/19/2022 3:30 PM

1075 It's based upon true stories.watch the reality. 3/19/2022 3:30 PM

1076 Let freedom of expression flourish 3/19/2022 3:30 PM

1077 Don't ban 3/19/2022 3:30 PM

1078 This film is based real events. Whatever shown in the film is the testimony of the Kashmiri
Hindus who have gone through it.

3/19/2022 3:30 PM

1079 Truth always hurts. This film depicts the truth. Banning it will be a disaster 3/19/2022 3:30 PM

1080 Do not ban this film in New Zealand 3/19/2022 3:30 PM

1081 This movie is truth of whole world 3/19/2022 3:29 PM

1082 Movie is an eye opener for everyone and people need justice 3/19/2022 3:29 PM

1083 True stories which have documented in public domain in this movie 3/19/2022 3:29 PM

1084 Only the entire truth can set humanity free. Kindly allow this truth also to be seen by the
world.

3/19/2022 3:29 PM

1085 Don’t kill the voice of unheard people 3/19/2022 3:29 PM

1086 Please allow to release this movie in pir country. 3/19/2022 3:27 PM

1087 This movie needs to be shown & awareness of the atrocities committed to Hindu Kashimiris
needs to be shown. Truth must prevail.

3/19/2022 3:17 PM

1088 What’s all the fuss in NZ when the movie is not at all a hate movie from the reports by
viewers. It’s not inciting anything.

3/19/2022 3:04 PM

1089 NZ censor board should not cater to the minority Muslim view but support the right if
everyone equally. Stop this censorship otherwise you're supporting anti Indian and anti
Hindus.

3/19/2022 3:01 PM

1090 I may recommend that any individual involved in this matter may please view the film
oneself.

3/19/2022 2:38 PM

1091 I may recommend that any individual involved in this matter may please view the film
oneself.

3/19/2022 2:38 PM

1092 I would add that not allowing this film to be released would amount to a serious curtailment
of freedom of expression of facts, regardless of how politically inconvenient it might be,
truth must be allowed to get sunlight.

3/19/2022 2:29 PM

1093 It is fact based movie and very good. 3/19/2022 2:27 PM

1094 We deserve to watch the movie The Kashmir Files and know more about the history.
Blocking or censoring it is blocking freedom of expression.

3/19/2022 2:24 PM

1095 Is nz really care about freedom of expression. Is that a joke 3/19/2022 2:23 PM

1096 Don’t side with perpetrators of genocide. Let the victims tell their story. 3/19/2022 2:12 PM

1097 3/19/2022 2:11 PM

1098 Totally agree with the with what is mentioned in this survey and this movie is based on true
events. Hindus have always been a very welcoming and peace loving community and we

3/19/2022 2:06 PM
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stand against all forms of violence to any other human.

1099 Please release this movie in Christchurch too. 3/19/2022 2:04 PM

1100 This movie must be released in New Zealand. It has been in Australia, India and America all
are democracies. Truth must be told

3/19/2022 1:56 PM

1101 Please release this movie, we don’t know much about the Genovide of Kashmiri pandits
happened in the lte 80’s and 90’s it’s our right to know the truth 

3/19/2022 1:32 PM

1102 Pls allow this film to be shown in cinema in NZ 3/19/2022 1:26 PM

1103 Movie is anti-terrorist and anti-establishment, not anti-Muslim at all. 3/19/2022 1:16 PM

1104 Kindly allow screening of this film, it's regarding the history of India. 3/19/2022 1:13 PM

1105 A true representation of the truth that never came to light for the last 32 years. 3/19/2022 12:42 PM

1106 Right to watch this movie 3/19/2022 12:33 PM

1107 Please realise movie in NZ. 3/19/2022 12:24 PM

1108 It is a question of freedom of expression and I support the film makers of their right. 3/19/2022 12:07 PM

1109 There is no hate- its reality and injustice to Hindu Kashmiri Pandits who became refugee in
their own country. if it was unreal why its been released in UK, Australia & America and
other countries

3/19/2022 11:54 AM

1110 Truth is some times uncomfortable, but it needs to come out. 3/19/2022 11:39 AM

1111 Every citizen of this world has “Right to Truth” This movie shows just 1-2% of what
happened in a mild way.

3/19/2022 11:25 AM

1112 I would love to watch this movie 3/19/2022 11:17 AM

1113 Just want to watch movie 3/19/2022 10:21 AM

1114 The Kashmir Files is based on true events. What is depicted in movie is very subtle version
of what happened on ground. This must be watched by people so they know the history.
Ignoring it will only repeat it again & again.

3/19/2022 10:09 AM

1115 we are with kasmiri Hindu 3/19/2022 9:56 AM

1116 We must not give in to the demands of genocide deniers. 3/19/2022 9:54 AM

1117 Surprisingly if at all this film is stopped from screening in NZ, this would show that you
surrendered to Radical Islam. How is it right! 

3/19/2022 9:47 AM

1118 I really want to watch this to see actual past of india 3/19/2022 9:46 AM

1119 censoring and suppressing uncomfortable aspects of history creates an atmosphere where
they will be repeated

3/19/2022 9:08 AM

1120 3/19/2022 9:04 AM

1121 Plz release this movie 3/19/2022 9:00 AM

1122 Must watch movie for mankind 3/19/2022 8:52 AM

1123 I am very disappointed that our Kiwi neighbours have succumbed and are unwilling to show
film about the documented Kashmir Pundit genocide

3/19/2022 8:28 AM

1124 This is a historical story being shown by the film. My neighbours were victims of the horror
of that time. It doesn't spread hate against any one, but brings awareness.

3/19/2022 8:28 AM

1125 This is a historical story being shown by the film. My neighbours were victims of the horror
of that time. It doesn't spread hate against any one, but brings awareness.

3/19/2022 8:27 AM

1126 Freedom of expression 3/19/2022 8:19 AM

1127 Please do not promote hinduphobia and hate in NZ. The film was screened in 674 locations
since opening, 114 of which are outside India. Not a single hate crime against Muslims has
been reported from the 1170 million viewers to date.

3/19/2022 8:16 AM

1128 Hindus do not respond to movies, books or catroons with terrorist attacks of fatwas. It is
painful that NZ muslims who want the world acknowledge the terror attack on them are
trying to suppress the voice of Kashmiri Hindus who were subject to mind numbing
atrocities at the hands of terrorists. On one hand they say terrorism has no religion on the

3/19/2022 8:13 AM
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other hand they wish to identify themselves with the terrorists who attacked and continue to
attack Kashmiri Hindus living in Kashmir.

1129 This film is based on true historical events. Hence public curiosity is apparent world wide.
Small group of radicals who think they are offsprings of those perpetrators, will naturally try
to suppress the freedom of press.

3/19/2022 8:11 AM

1130 Kashmiri Hindus need justice and should be rehabilitated in their homeland of 5000 years.
This film is depicting the reality of genocide of Hindus by the Islamic terrorism

3/19/2022 8:03 AM

1131 It is documentary pertaining to countries. No direct indication or impact to Muslim religion or
muslims as such

3/19/2022 8:02 AM

1132 I want to see this real life account of the genocide of Kashmiri Hindus. 3/19/2022 7:57 AM

1133 Why is it that speaking the uncomfortable truth needs to be curbed? Kashmiri Hindus faced
a genocide, this movie depicts what happened with them.. The perpetrators were islamists
of Kashmir with multiple of them accepting what they had done on Television (Bitta Karate
being one of them). This movie no matter how uncomfortable needs to be shown to people.

3/19/2022 7:55 AM

1134 Wants to know why kashnirie run away from their home land 3/19/2022 7:53 AM

1135 Please allow this movie in New Zealand, its based on the facts and everyone has the right
to learn the facts and the history.

3/19/2022 7:51 AM

1136 The film is based on real events and it depicts the pain & suffering of Kashmiri Hindus 3/19/2022 7:49 AM

1137 Release this movie in newzealand 3/19/2022 7:44 AM

1138 It's right of expression and freedom. 3/19/2022 7:35 AM

1139 Very good movie 3/19/2022 7:34 AM

1140 Kashmir file should be screened in NZ 3/19/2022 7:33 AM

1141 How dare Muslims dictate such moves, to hide their own atrocities? Muslims are the reason
behind unrest and terrorism in many countries including India. The world ought to take
notice and stand up against this bullying.

3/19/2022 7:30 AM

1142 Like to watch and like to know history which we don't know last 32 years 3/19/2022 7:29 AM

1143 The government CANNOT be held hostage by a small group of irrelevant people who are
driven by an agenda.

3/19/2022 7:19 AM

1144 There is nothing objectionable or incendiary in the movie which is based on documented
facts.No creative liberties have been taken in narrating the horrors, much like Schindler's
List . One must be either blind or biased not to be able to see that.

3/19/2022 7:19 AM

1145 This is the truth of Kashmiri Hindus that were ethnically cleansed from their own homes.
Truth must be told and shared, so as humans we can come together with shared humanity.

3/19/2022 7:17 AM

1146 This has been screened all over the world with no disturbance from anyone, so why not here
in NZ?

3/19/2022 7:16 AM

1147 This movie is based on real life events and the scenes have been made using reference to
testimonials from the victims and news reports. If this movie is not allowed to be released in
New Zealand simply because of the fear that it might lead to Islamophobia by reporting
facts then no TV channels in NZ should be allowed to report on the atrocities committed by
ISIS, Al Qaeda, Taliban, Boko Haram, Al Shabab and other terrorist organisations that
believe in jihad as this is also spreading Islamophobia
https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/definition/english/jihad

3/19/2022 7:08 AM

1148 Can not wait to watch first day first show. 3/19/2022 6:30 AM

1149 Please let the world see what terrorism has done to humanity and no point hiding it but we
need to learn from it. Thanks

3/19/2022 5:57 AM

1150 This movie must be shown so that people of New Zealand become aware about at least 1
episode of the Hindu holocaust, which over a time of 800 years has resulted in >80 million
Hindus dying (10 times the Jewish holocaust). The Kashmir Files, like Schindler's list, is a
small window to understand know what these victims went through. The movie is only
minimally graphic even compared to many Hollywood movies in recent years which have
got a Parental Guidance (PG15) ratings.

3/19/2022 5:50 AM

1151 It’s my humble request to release the film as scheduled and it won’t lead to any type of
disturbances in Nz community.

3/19/2022 5:42 AM
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1152 I have seen thIs movie based on factual events BUT the director has taken caution to
mellow down the brutality & avoided graphic violent scences. Computer games have more
violence. Don’t miss the opportunity to watch history that was forgotten or left unknown.

3/19/2022 5:40 AM

1153 In this fair and free world it would be highly unfair if this movie does not release in NZ. This
movie is not banned anywhere and made tax free in most Indian states. It’s based on true
events and facts. There is no lies or anything this can be challenged upon. I would like to
urge the authorities to please let this movie release as all the Holocaust based movies have
been released in NZ without any problems. This is a true story and we deserve to see it as
part of a free nation of NZ.

3/19/2022 5:29 AM

1154 I agree with the petition above & do swear there is nothing against any religion in the Film's
narration. It talks only about a community that was terrorised into leaving their ancestral
land and whose experience is brought to limelight by this film.

3/19/2022 5:29 AM

1155 By stopping the screening of this movie, my culture is being stripped away from me. It is
obvious that this government does not want to show this movie because this movie goes
against their narrative and has given in to anti Hindu lobbyists.

3/19/2022 5:18 AM

1156 Jai Hind 3/19/2022 5:09 AM

1157 This film has been given citation by the parliament of state of RHODE Island in USA for
bringing the truth out about the genocide and atrocities faced by the original inhabitants of
Kashmir a 5000 Yr old civilisation at the hands of Islamic terrorists

3/19/2022 4:29 AM

1158 Please release the film 3/19/2022 4:04 AM

1159 This is a true story that needs to be told. 3/19/2022 3:10 AM

1160 Victims of terrorism shall atleast have the justice for the world to know what truly happened 3/19/2022 2:54 AM

1161 This is part of history based on true story. 3/19/2022 2:38 AM

1162 Start The Kashmir Files screening in NZ 3/19/2022 2:35 AM

1163 It is fact base movie which shows the Cruelty of muslims on hindus in Kashmir during 1992
...

3/19/2022 2:11 AM

1164 It is fact base movie which shows the Cruelty of muslims on hindus in Kashmir during 1992
...

3/19/2022 2:10 AM

1165 It's a truth . 3/19/2022 1:59 AM

1166 Don't hide. Show the truth 3/19/2022 1:41 AM

1167 Indigenous people if Kashmir cannot heal without their trauma getting acknowledged. 3/19/2022 1:08 AM

1168 Biggest joke these days: Atrocities are secular. A movie on Atrocities is communal. Please
don't be a joke, NZ.

3/19/2022 1:03 AM

1169 Pls release #thekashmirfiles 3/19/2022 12:15 AM

1170 There should not be discrimination against a particular religion and the truth alone triumphs.
NZ being a champion of Humanity and its fight terrorism, we expect the authorities show
more maturity.

3/19/2022 12:12 AM

1171 This movie is the repressed Kashmir Hindu equivalent of Saving Private Ryan. Just like
WWII movies that document Jewish holocaust by Nazis do not create violence against
modern day Germans, truth should be told and that will help wean impressionable muslim
youth away from extremism. I hope New Zealand loves up to its responsibility as a liberal
democracy and promote this movie based on documented facts.

3/19/2022 12:01 AM

1172 The movie is based on real life events and needs a proper attention as they were deprived
of justice. Let the world judge it by watching the movie.

3/18/2022 11:45 PM

1173 The film is on reality. 3/18/2022 11:20 PM

1174 Please do mot censor kashmirfiles movies because it is true history of kashmiri hindus.... 3/18/2022 11:08 PM

1175 This film is NOT about race or religion. This is about a genocide that was swept under the
carpet under our watch.

3/18/2022 10:55 PM

1176 This movie tells the truth of what happened to innocent Hindus due to terrorism. It is not
against Muslims.

3/18/2022 10:48 PM

1177 This is important Movie to undertand the Future of Humanity 3/18/2022 10:42 PM
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1178 For 32 years the world ignored us. At least give us our space to be heard and kindly do not
deny us our right. This film is not even 10% of what we went through. Please do not
suppress our feelings.

3/18/2022 10:40 PM

1179 This film is based on real life events which can be verified from relevant sources and so it
must be watched by everyone as everyone should know truth of kashmir

3/18/2022 10:35 PM

1180 Hiding the truth is a first step towards corruption and degradation of society. 3/18/2022 10:32 PM

1181 There is no propaganda in it. its reality many kashmir pandits still are in refugee camps
since 1990 when they fled from kashmir valley saving their lives and their family too. Nz
you have to decide if standing with innocent people is islamophobic remember one thing this
terrorism thing leaves no one one day it will haunt you too so kindly stand with kashmiri
pandits and help them get justice 

3/18/2022 10:29 PM

1182 Please feel free to contact me. 3/18/2022 10:24 PM

1183 This film about genoside of kashmiri pandit by islamic terrorist, this has to told ,it's a
holocaust

3/18/2022 10:23 PM

1184 Better than schindler's list 3/18/2022 10:20 PM

1185 Right to info as in other countries besides truths must be known not brushed under the
carpet

3/18/2022 10:20 PM

1186 This movie is totally based on truth and facts 3/18/2022 10:14 PM

1187 It’s an excellent movie, true story 3/18/2022 10:10 PM

1188 Plz watch yourself instead of acting on any deliberate act to hide the pain of victims. 3/18/2022 10:05 PM

1189 Stopping this truth to be unearthed is nothing but Hinduphobia. A whole community was
ethnically cleansed from an Indian state and it took 30 years to know about it. Where are
the human rights of kashmiri hindus? Stop Denial of Genocide.

3/18/2022 10:02 PM

1190 If NZ Censor board rejects the release of this film simply due to pressure by vested interest
it would be a shameful mark in NZ's democratic history and a blatant suppression of FoE

3/18/2022 10:02 PM

1191 Hindu genocides was started somewhere 800 years ago, 600 millions Hindus lost lives due
to Islamic invasion and 80 millions during British Raj .. that's the base numbers, KASHMIR
was alway remain hotspot for Islamic Jihad activities.. facts shown in the movie
#TheKashmirFiles is just the tip of iceberg and director couldn't even included many
incidents which were more violant, Newzealand as a democracy and free world should not
bow down to Jihadist elements and allow movie theatre to run The Kashmir Files Denying
screening of Kashmir files == Denying Hindu Genocide

3/18/2022 9:59 PM

1192 The Kashmir Files is a summary of genocide committed on Hindus resulting in killing of
5,000 Hindus. The violence on Hindus was on unprecedented scale and its only parallel is
ISIS atrocities on Yazdis. This film is akin to a documentary on Holocaust in Germany
which world need to see. Hence please allow the film to be released so that public is made
aware of the crimes on Hindus.

3/18/2022 9:57 PM

1193 This movie is based on real facts, has happened with our community. And all the events are
properly documented, and each and every victim is videographed from different parts of
world, and majority of the 500000 community members feel the pain while they revisit their
genocide and religious/ethnic cleansing through this movie. It is a MUST watch for all
human beings to know what can happen when radicalisation and terrorism takes over.

3/18/2022 9:41 PM


